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Introduction

“Never mistake activity for achievement.” – John Wooden

Craig Impelman, “Never Mistake Activity for Achievement,” The Wooden Effect (blog), June 20, 2018, https://www.thewoodeneffect.com/activity-achievement/. Wooden was head basketball coach at UCLA, where his teams won the national championship in 10 of his last 12 years. He was also legendary for his longevity and the many life lessons he taught. When he died, 35 years after coaching his last game, Washington Post columnist John Feinstein wrote “As a coach, he had no peers. And he was a better man than he was a coach. That, more than anything, is his legacy.” John Feinstein, “John Wooden: Untouchable Record, Incomparable Man,” Washington Post, June 5, 2010, https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/04/AR201006053169.html.
Although small in budget, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has sometimes had an outsized impact. Created to fulfill one of Woodrow Wilson’s major promises in his 1912 presidential campaign, the agency has commanded headlines, as when FTC investigations of meat marketing competition led to litigation and a new 1921 federal statute and when the Securities and Exchange Commission sprang from the staff and Commissioners of the FTC. The FTC’s proposed 1964 Rule to warn of smoking’s dangers on cigarette packs led to statutory labeling requirements. And the 2003 National Do Not Call Registry, when almost all homes had phone land lines, reclaimed America’s dinner hour from the constant barrage of unwanted telemarketing calls, becoming one of the most popular governmental initiatives ever.

Despite this occasional prominence, the FTC has often been castigated for failing to fulfill its promise, or, worse, actually harming the very consumers it should protect. One scholar labeled it a “singularly unsuccessful agency” during most of its first 70 years. In 1969, a prestigious American Bar Association committee noted the Commission’s great potential, but stated that “if change does not occur, there will be no substantial purpose to be served by its continued existence.”

The Biden administration has demanded that the agency change course. Given the uneven history, 2021 is not the first time new FTC leadership called for an agency remake. Twice in a dozen years, following the elections of 1968 and 1980, FTC leaders demanded change. The Nixon administration initially appointed Caspar Weinberger as Chair, followed shortly by Miles Kirkpatrick. Aided by favorable press, the 1969 American Bar Association (ABA) report, a report earlier that year with similar conclusions from “Nader’s Raiders,” congressional encouragement, and an important Supreme Court decision appearing to bless an expansive interpretation of the Commission’s basic statute, the new leadership pursued an aggressive agenda in both antitrust and consumer protection. In antitrust, the 1970s FTC sought deconcentration, highlighted by its massive case against the oil industry, a “shared monopoly” attack on the breakfast cereal industry, and a lengthy investigation of the auto industry that began with the conclusion that sufficient evidence already appeared to support dismantling General Motors. In consumer protection, the agency ultimately strove to become “the second most powerful agency in Washington,” proposing rules to restructure numerous industries.

The FTC’s aggressiveness created a backlash that threatened its very existence. The backlash was led by some that had encouraged the agency’s activism, including parts of the media, the Congress, and the practicing bar. Although surviving with its authority largely intact, it needed to regroup. Could it be more energetic than its pre-1970 lethargy, yet overreach less than in the later part of the 1970s when it sought to reshape the economy? Change was again in order. The Reagan administration named James Miller, a prominent advocate of deregulation, as Chairman. Under his leadership, the Commission laid the foundations for 40 years of acclaim, both in America and abroad, that it had finally developed a robust agenda to benefit consumers, and adequate tools to implement its agenda. That agenda saw the FTC, not as the economy’s star player, but as a referee to enforce basic rules to protect consumers in the marketplace. Bipartisan and international support for the FTC (a key measure of success for any government agency) continued well into this century. Indeed, the FTC was the only one of about 40 ranked global competition agencies to receive five stars each year.
since publication began in 2001—a streak that ended under this administration.11

The progressives who dominate the Biden economic policy rejected these decades of acclaim with an approach to change markedly different from prior reforms. In July 2021, while signing his competition executive order, the President called the previous 40 years an “experiment failed.”12 At his side stood his new FTC Chair, Lina Khan. In her first few weeks, Khan had already demonstrated that fundamental change was her top priority. These changes would affect not just policy, but also the agency’s career staff. The previous President feared the “deep state;” surprisingly, many Biden progressives were also overtly suspicious of the careerists.

These periods of change at the FTC mirrored the economic policy of each administration. Although not widely recognized today, the Nixon administration aggressively expanded the federal government in its first term. New regulatory agencies began, including the EPA, OSHA, and the CPSC, and the federal government also expanded elsewhere. Liberal New York Times columnist Tom Wicker’s 1991 biography praised Nixon’s overall progressive domestic policies.13 In contrast, the Reagan administration slowed significantly the overall growth of 1970s style regulation, although not always with as much success as in antitrust and consumer protection.14 The Biden administration’s aggressive intervention goes far beyond the FTC, as it pursues systematic overturning of trade and other economic and domestic policies inherited from governments of both parties in the late 20th and early 21st centuries.15

We evaluate the first 34 months of changes at the Biden FTC in comparison to the two earlier reform efforts.16 We recognize that most new FTC Chairs emphasize at least some cases, initiatives, and programs that differ from their predecessors. Most new leaders may even disagree with their predecessors on some issues. But they do not reject wholesale significant parts of the agency’s program that they inherit, nor do they criticize that program publicly while advocating a different set of principles and tasks. By change, we therefore mean more than marginal change: seeking fundamental shifts in the agency’s direction. The three periods we discuss, following the elections of 1968, 1980, and 2020, produced new FTC leadership condemning what they found, and calling for such change.

Our focus here is not on the substantive merits of the policies adopted in any of the change eras; instead, we analyze in detail the process of developing and implementing change. We accept as given that elections have consequences, and the President of the United States is entitled to appoint new leadership to attempt to change the direction that the Administration will follow.17 In commenting on the new efforts to change policies, we analyze whether, and if so to what extent, the Biden team has a strategy to overcome various obstacles to change, including the hostile judiciary. For example, the Biden antitrust enforcers have proposed significant changes in merger policy, based in part on rejection of the consumer welfare standard that has guided antitrust for decades. We will not discuss the substance of merger policy, but we will consider the new procedures implemented and whether the Biden proposals reflect a strategy to confront and change judicial reliance on the consumer welfare standard.

---

15 See “Are Free Markets History?,” The Economist, October 5, 2023, https://www.economist.com/leaders/2023/10/05/are-free-markets-history.
Obviously, the aftermath of the 2020 election remains a work in progress, while we know the full story of the events following 1968 and 1980. Still, we can evaluate the crucial beginning period for any attempt to implement change. That beginning is over for the Biden FTC team. No matter what they will do, that vital beginning can never be reclaimed. Our experience, as students of the administrative state, participants in the 1981 change, and as leaders of the FTC at the beginning of another administration in 2001, impressed on us the relative ease of acting at the beginning of a new president’s administration compared to even a few years later.

To evaluate the Biden FTC’s efforts to achieve change, Chapter 2 first considers one of its most dramatic characteristics, relentless norm busting. It began with designating a Chair named only as a non-Chair Commissioner. It continued with reducing information available to minority Commissioners, companies under investigations, and congressional oversight committees. Perhaps most surprisingly, because it produced enormous controversy without commensurate benefits, Chair Khan chose to be the first agency employee to ignore the advice of the Designated Agency Ethics Official (DAEO) to recuse herself, and participate as a judge in the Commission’s administrative litigation challenging Meta’s acquisition of Within. The Chair’s decision appeared to violate her promise to Congress during her confirmation hearing to consult the DAEO and “proceed accordingly,” and the Commission’s unsuccessful attempt to keep the DAEO opinion nonpublic only amplified the controversy.

Chapter 3 analyzes a fundamental problem that any change agent confronts, how to manage the existing career staff. Unlike the Nixon and Reagan administrations, which moved quickly to address staffing issues through reorganization and other means, the Biden FTC arrived with open hostility, yet no systematic plan to deal with what it thought was a major hurdle to agency reform. The staff returned the hostility, with an exodus of experienced managers and an unprecedented decline in agency morale, as reflected in annual employee surveys. Regarding the staff’s view of the honesty and integrity of senior FTC leaders, as well as the trust the staff placed in them, the FTC went from the best among surveyed small agencies in 2020 to the worst in 2021. Ironically, the leadership hostility derives from a mistaken belief that the “revolving door” made career FTC employees reflexively oppositional to the Biden change agenda, a belief that also led to the rejection of outside expertise that could have facilitated the new policies.

Chapter 4 considers the recipe for past success. For very different reasons, Nixon and Reagan each found a strong consensus that change at the FTC was necessary, with the FTC focused on trivia and anti-consumer enforcement before Nixon, and an agency that had seriously overreached by 1980. Moreover, both developed policies that commanded substantial outside support. That support was short lived in the early 1970s, while Reagan began the 40 year bipartisan record that the Biden administration seeks to overthrow. Both also had policy agendas consistent with the environment they inherited.

Chapter 5 turns to the different circumstances the Biden administration found. The FTC was widely respected as an elite international competition agency, with the views of the Biden administration well outside the mainstream until just a few years before the 2020 election when controversy over the FTC’s performance began to surface. Moreover, Biden faces a hostile judiciary that supports policy determined by a standard the new leaders reject, the welfare of consumers. Initially, the Biden team appeared to rely on legislation to change fundamentally the laws the FTC would enforce; when that legislation faltered, there was no systematic plan to achieve legal reform. Instead, particularly regarding mergers, the new FTC adopted multiple policies to penalize any merger, regardless of its effects, rejecting the previous bipartisan view that focused on the merits of individual transactions to restrict only anticompetitive mergers. Many of these policies are ephemeral, subject to immediate reversal.

Although the Biden FTC has been active, with a variety of cases, changed guidelines, and other new policy pronouncements, it appears to lack a coherent strategy to achieve change akin to that employed by their Nixon and Reagan predecessors. They have also begun an aggressive rulemaking campaign, some innocuous but others seeking fundamental

---

restructuring of the economy. Here, too, because
the agency is trying to truncate and circumvent the
special rulemaking procedures of the FTC Act, these
initiatives face an uncertain future.

Finally, we conclude with lessons learned. In prior
change eras, FTC leadership used reorganization
as a key tool to address staff issues. The progressive
view of the revolving door implied that major staff
changes were essential, but the Khan FTC did not
make them. Careful legal strategies to implement
change characterized prior change eras. In contrast,
the new Chair arrived “with a bunch of answers” and
targets, “but no actual strategy for how to achieve
her objectives within the agency’s legal and resource
constraints.” 19 Faced with a judiciary that will likely
enforce current law hostile to the Biden team’s
goals, a well-planned strategy for change is even
more important than in prior eras. One “success” is
the extensive norm-busting campaign; while it has
certainly increased opposition, it appears to have
no clear motivation except, perhaps, gratification
from annoying those in disfavor.

19 Ankush Khardori, “Lina Khan’s Rough Year,” Intelligencer, December 12, 2023,
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The Biden administration in practice: breaking norms
From the very beginning, the Biden FTC has obliterated many long standing norms. Lina Khan was nominated as a non-Chair Commissioner, with her confirmation process based on that assumption. Once confirmed, however, she immediately was named Chair, violating the long established norm that the President would inform the Senate if he intended to designate a nominee as agency head.20

Norms are important lubricants of social and political interaction. They facilitate cooperative behavior,21 and help participants with widely divergent viewpoints work together to reach mutually acceptable resolutions of problems. Norms thus help to ensure institutional survival, facilitate accomplishing its tasks, contribute to overall morale, and reflect central values of the institution.22 As a recent paper noted:

Political norms are essential to ensure the functioning of democratic institutions. Their importance is especially salient in high polarization settings, where opposing parties need restraints on opportunistic behavior in order to realize mutually beneficial outcomes.23

We discuss four of the numerous examples of breached norms that have attracted particular attention. First, in recent major matters, parties under investigation have charged that the agency has refused to follow the long established procedure of multiple meetings with the agency career staff, with senior managers, and then with the Commissioners themselves. Instead, they charge that the Commission brought legal proceedings with neither notification nor allowing the respondent to be heard. Failure to hold such meetings is frankly bizarre, because in our long experience agency lawyers desire such meetings to learn about potential weaknesses in their cases, enabling them to revise their complaints even if they still believe, as they usually do, that legal action is necessary. Second, internal Commission procedures in dealing with minority Commissioners have been violated, hindering their ability to perform their duties. Third, the Commission has been reluctant to provide information that Congress requests for oversight. Finally, Chair Khan failed to recuse herself as a judge from a case even when the agency ethics official advised her to do so, a step that appears both unprecedented and inconsistent with representations she made to Congress. Then, when Commissioner Christine Wilson dissented from the decision to allow the Chair’s participation regardless of the ethics advice, the Commission prohibited Wilson from making these facts public.

Unlike the chapters that follow, here we do not have extensive discussions of the general norms under the Nixon and Reagan FTCs. The reason is simple: those Commissions, despite seeking fundamental change, respected these norms. The Biden FTC’s actions are truly unprecedented. We do comment briefly, as appropriate, on the stark contrast.

Meetings with respondents

For decades, parties under investigation when threatened with possible law enforcement would meet first with the career staff, then with the relevant Bureau’s senior management, and then with the Commissioners themselves. These meetings helped both sides: even when the Commission was highly likely to sue, it would often fine tune its allegations to address the defenses that it learned would be raised. Moreover, such meetings, as often as not, led to settlements that produced public benefits, stopping the problematic practices permanently and more quickly than litigation while informing the public and the rest of the business community about the Commission’s approach to the issue. The practice of allowing meetings has also informed companies when the staff forwarded a recommendation to the Commission for its consideration.

In at least two recent and major cases, however, the Commission abandoned these practices, acting

---


without informing the companies that the matter was before the Commission and without meeting with the respondents. When it issued an Order to Show Cause to modify the 2019 Facebook order, Meta was not given advance notice of the action.24

A month later, it similarly did not follow normal notification procedures or allow Amazon to meet with Commissioners before filing a suit challenging enrollment and cancellation practices for Amazon Prime.25 The agency did hold “last rites” meetings later in the year with Amazon before filing its antitrust complaint.26

There are other, more general, benefits of the traditional process of meetings with potential respondents. Facing potential litigation that may last for years, the short delay for meetings is insignificant, although it does give the affected parties better notice of the government’s intentions, and therefore a better ability to respond during the first press cycle. Meetings are potentially checks on any overzealous career staff, who may become too committed to a theory to be entirely objective. Finally, both the perceived fairness of the process and the credibility of the agency are enhanced when the business community believes that regulators will take their concerns seriously even when they disagree. Refusing to give notice and to meet hardly serves this objective.

These traditional procedures are the hallmark of any enforcement agency focused on ensuring compliance. On the other hand, if leadership’s goal is maximum publicity, lawsuits sometimes garner more attention than settlements. The agency and the public bear the costs, not the current agency leadership that likely will be gone before these lawsuits are decided and will thus largely avoid the hard work of litigation or the consequences of defeats.

Dealing with commissioners

We are not strangers to a deeply divided Commission; the divisions Chair Khan confronted also characterized the early years of the Reagan administration. Rather than resign, Carter administration Chairman Pertschuk decided to serve the remainder of his term. Pertschuk was an active opponent for the first three years of the Reagan FTC, and many important matters during that period were decided 3-2. The former Chairman worked closely with his many contacts on Capitol Hill and in the press to oppose the new administration’s policy. He told the press that he stayed “to make life as miserable for them as [he] could.” He reportedly said that he “enjoyed being a saboteur,” which he likened to “being able to call in artillery on your own position.”27

Such an environment inevitably fuels disputes over process and procedures, as well as over policy. Weinberger and Kirkpatrick did not face such divisions while they revitalized the Commission in the Nixon administration. The previous Chair, Paul Rand Dixon, remained on the Commission, where he had once been a long-time staff member before becoming Chairman. He viewed the Chairman as the leader of the agency, and was largely willing to follow. He was also interested in being reappointed as Commissioner, and eventually was. Consequently, there was much less controversy about the agency’s change in direction.

Lina Khan, however, appears to have elevated tensions with minority Commissioners to a whole new level. Although the Commission acts rapidly on occasion, it had long taken the time necessary for deliberation and consideration of pending matters. It also has long valued open discussion between the career staff working on a matter and the Commissioners themselves at any meeting when a decision is made. Both traditions were abandoned for Khan’s first public meeting on July 1, 2021. The format precluded career staff participation in the four major decisions

reached. One matter, a package of seven omnibus resolutions for competition investigations that reduced the involvement of the Commission as a whole in decisions about which investigations to pursue, was provided to the minority Commissioners less than a week in advance. 28

Another procedural change involved the process of making and explaining Commission decisions. Historically, the document reflecting a Commission final decision includes the reasoning that led to the decision, as is the case in most judicial decisions. Drafts circulate, Commissioners comment, and revisions are made to arrive at the final document for approval. Chair Khan initially abandoned that practice, which strengthens Commission decisions by testing ideas from different perspectives. When the Commission rescinded the Vertical Merger Guidelines, for example, there was no written explanation until after the changes were made. 29 Perhaps because the majority’s statement was not circulated to other Commissioners as a draft, 30 it contained claims that were “flatly incorrect as a matter of microeconomic theory”. 31

The Biden leadership also restricted the flow of information from the staff to minority Commissioners. Although minority Commissioners in the Reagan administration did not always receive information in the form they preferred, they regularly had access to the information they needed to do their job. 32 That is no longer the case. In at least two merger reviews, Commissioner Wilson was unable to obtain copies of the staff’s second request for information from the staff itself. Instead, she had to take the step, unprecedented in our experience, of asking for the information from parties under investigation. 33 Thus, the Biden FTC prevented an official appointed by the President of the United States and confirmed by the Senate to vote on FTC actions from obtaining information necessary to discharge her duties.

The Chair’s office responded to public criticism of this obstruction with a literal roll of the eyes, in a tweet from the Chief of Staff that included an eye roll emoji. 34

Another telling incident reveals the Biden team’s attitude toward the norm of respect for minority Commissioners. When Commissioner Wilson testified about her process concerns before the House Judiciary Committee in September 2021, 35 a staffer at the American Economic Liberties Project tweeted that “The idea that anyone gives a shit about internal FTC process is laughable. Nobody cares, thanks.” 36 Within six months, that staffer was an attorney advisor on Chair Khan’s staff for competition matters. 37


32 See James C. Miller III, “Review of Commissioner Michael Pertschuk’s Report: “The Performance of the Federal Trade Commission, 1977-1984,” in Pertschuk, FTC Review (1977-84). p. 368. One of us, as Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection, met routinely with each Commissioner, occasionally discussing requested information. Our position was that we worked for the Commissioner, and they could of course receive desired information. Effective management required an orderly process, so we could understand the interest of each Commissioner, could work with them to minimize disagreement on the issues when possible, and on occasion, even seek the support of the full Commission.


35 Wilson, Testimony Before the House Judiciary Committee, Hearing on Reviving Competition Part 4


Dealing with Congress

Congress routinely asks agencies for information as it performs oversight. Pre-Biden, the FTC routinely provided Congress with requested documents, albeit often more slowly than Congress would like, and sometimes grudgingly. During the Reagan administration, we were involved in extensive production of staff memoranda and investigative materials to various Congressional committees, with one instance involving a former FTC employee who had left to work for the Committee.

Although we sometimes negotiated, it never occurred to us to refuse Congressional requests. Indeed, we never wrote memoranda without recognizing they would be read by critical eyes in Congress. That experience was historically typical: Congressional subpoenas to obtain information were quite rare.18 That may no longer be the case, as the House Judiciary Committee subpoenaed documents related to the FTC’s Twitter investigation due to what the Committee saw as lack of cooperation with previous requests.39

After 10 months and repeated threats to hold Chair Khan in contempt, the Committee still regards the FTC’s response as inadequate.40 Even beyond the Twitter investigation, there is far more tension about Congressional access than even in past change eras. Unsatisfied with the Commission’s document production, the House Judiciary Committee scheduled formal, transcribed interviews with career staffers, a highly unusual move. The controversy led to an exchange of heated letters between Chair Khan and Chairman Jim Jordan, with Khan objecting to the Committee’s assignment of a former FTC employee as the lead contact point in the inquiry.41 The documents and interviews provided the evidentiary base for an interim staff report detailing numerous problems in Khan’s management of the Commission.42

The Commission has also claimed various privileges to withhold documents that Congress requested. Asked about the opinions of the Designated Agency Ethics Officer (DAEO) on whether she should recuse herself from the adjudication of the Meta/Within merger discussed below, Khan asserted the communications were “protected by the deliberative process privilege,” a highly unusual, if not unprecedented, step for the FTC under the circumstances. Asked for copies of communications to her office from the unpaid consultants who were the subject of the Inspector General’s report, Khan claimed that “specific communications from the unpaid experts and consultants to me and my office are protected under various privileges, including the deliberative process privilege” as well as exempt under FOIA,43 a statute not previously thought to prevent disclosure to Congress. In some cases, the Commission has even apparently deleted responsive documents.45

---


23 FTC Chair Khan’s Responses to Additional Questions for the Record, submitted to the Subcommittee on Innovation, Data, and Commerce, House Committee on Energy and Commerce, June 21, 2023, pp. 44, 45. Claims of privilege do have the “advantage” of hindering congressional investigations of claims of FTC mistreatment of those under investigation. Twitter, for example, has complained vociferously about the agency, and last summer asked a federal court to enter or modify an FTC order that governs its privacy practices because a current investigation “has spiraled out of control and become tainted by bias.” X Corp.’s Motion for Protective Order & Relief from Consent Order, United States v. Twitter, Inc., No. 3:22-cv-03070 (N.D. Cal. July 13, 2023). The court ruled that because the obligations at issue were in an administrative order rather than the court order, the court lacked the power to do so. Order Re Motion for Protective Order & Relief from Consent Order, United States v. Twitter, Inc., No. 22-cv-03070-TSH (N.D. Cal. November 16, 2023). For a discussion of accusations of FTC interference with the operations of a free press in its Twitter investigation, see Editorial Board, “Josh Hawley, Meet Lina Khan’s FTC,” Wall Street Journal, March 8, 2023, https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-trade-commission-lina-khan-twitter-files-elon-musk-josh-hawley-house-judiciary-committee-c48993ca.

24 FTC Chair Khan’s Responses to Additional Questions to the Record, Member Requests for the Record, Request 2 from Rep. Kat Cammack.

Khan’s recusal promise

At her confirmation hearing, Sen. Mike Lee (R-UT) asked about possible appearances of impartiality in light of Khan’s work on the Majority Staff Report. Khan responded that “If it were to arise, I would seek the guidance of the relevant ethics officials at the agency and proceed accordingly.” Predictably, the issue did arise, and Khan’s response is illuminating.

To many modern progressives, conflicts of interest revolve primarily, if not solely, around financial interests. Receiving money from a corporation is disqualifying, even if the amount is relatively small or was years ago. In contrast to the simplistic progressive view, legal principles of conflict of interest include more than conflicts based on financial interests—they also include conflicts that undermine the appearance of “fairness.” Such conflicts can even raise issues of due process under the United States Constitution. Circuit court cases involving the FTC Chairman in the 1960s articulate the basic requirements of fundamental fairness, which prevent Commissioners who appear to have prejudged cases from participating in adjudications.47

The progressive approach to conflicts was on full display in the Commission’s decision to deny Meta’s petition to recuse Chair Khan from participation in the adjudication of its proposed acquisition of Within, a maker of virtual reality games.48 Following normal procedures, the Commission was seeking a preliminary injunction in federal court, and had also issued an administrative complaint, on which the Commission itself would serve as the judge.

Lina Khan’s well known views on Facebook were the basis for Meta’s petition for her recusal.49 In her role as legal director of the Open Markets Institute, she signed a 2017 letter to the Acting FTC Chair contending that Facebook had become “too big and complex,” and that “[t]he most obvious immediate step to address Facebook’s current power is to prohibit mergers between Facebook and other potentially competitive social networks or other new and promising products and services. ... Facebook should not be able to amass any greater power through acquisition.”50 In a 2018 interview, she said that “if Facebook tomorrow announces that it’s acquiring another company, I would hope the FTC would look at that very closely and block it... [M]aking sure that it’s not just out there expanding its power is really important.”51

She also played a key role in the House Subcommittee on Antitrust’ s investigation of major technology companies and their business practices, and was a coauthor of the eventual Majority Staff Report.52 The report found that Meta had acquired several virtual reality companies, identified the Oculus virtual reality gaming system as one of its “five primary product offerings,”53 and argued that because the company had “recently focused on acquiring startups in the artificial intelligence and virtual reality spaces” they “could position themselves to control the technology of tomorrow.”54 Her academic writings argue that Meta “established a systemic informational advantage (gleaned from competitors) that it can reap to thwart rivals and strengthen its own position, either through introducing replica products or buying out nascent competitors.”55

---

46 Nomination Hearing, before the U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 2:45:55.  
47 See the detailed discussion of Chair Khan’s decision to participate in the Meta/Within case that follows.  
48 The company initially sought recusal in the pending federal court case against Facebook, challenging past acquisitions among other conduct, but, given the nature of Khan’s precise statements and the less rigorous fairness standards applicable to prosecutors, those efforts failed: moreover, the Commission’s role in pursuing the case in federal court was, the judge held, essentially that of a prosecutor. Federal Trade Commission v. Facebook, Inc., 581 F. Supp. 3d 34 (D.D.C. 2022).  
53 Investigation of Competition in Digital Markets, Majority Staff Report, p. 132.  
54 Investigation of Competition in Digital Markets, Majority Staff Report, p. 327.  
Following the Commission’s rules of practice, Chair Khan first considered the petition to recuse, and informed the other Commissioners that she declined to recuse herself. The other Commissioners then considered the petition, without the Chair’s participation, and, by a 2-1 vote, determined that recusal was not warranted.\footnote{See Federal Trade Commission, Order Denying Petition for Recusal, In the Matter of Meta Platforms, Inc., Mark Zuckerberg, and Within Unlimited, Inc., Docket No. 9411, February 1, 2023, https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc.gov/pdf/d09411orderpetitionforrecusal.pdf; see also Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Christine S. Wilson, Regarding the Petition for Recusal of Chair Lina M. Khan from Involvement in the Matter of Meta/Zuckerberg/Within before the Federal Trade Commission, Docket No. 9411, February 1, 2023, https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/ftc.gov/pdf/d09411orderpetitionforrecusalwilsondissent.pdf; 28 U.S.C. § 455.}

Federal law requires that a judge “shall disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be questioned,”\footnote{See Federal Trade Commission, Opinion and Order of the Commission Denying Motion for Disqualification, In the Matter of Intel Corporation, Docket No. 9341, December 18, 2009, p. 5, n. 16, https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/100119intelstatement.pdf.} and the Commission had previously said that this was the relevant standard to apply when evaluating due process issues in an adjudicatory proceeding.\footnote{Memorandum from Lorielle L. Pankey, Designated Agency Ethics Official, to Commissioner Christine S. Wilson regarding Federal Ethics Response to Commissioner Christine S. Wilson, Regarding the Petition for Recusal of Chair Lina M. Khan from Involvement in the Matter of Meta/Zuckerberg/Within before the Federal Trade Commission, Docket No. 9411, February 1, 2023, https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/100119intelstatement.pdf.} The ethical standards for federal employees set a similar standard: “whether it is reasonable to conclude the employee appears biased.”\footnote{Cinderella Career and Finishing Schools, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 425 F.2d 583, 591 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (quoting Gilligan, Will & Co. v. Security and Exchange Commission, 267 F.2d 461, 469 (2d Cir. 1959), cert. denied, 361 U.S. 896 (1959). The Commission’s complaint alleged that the company had misrepresented that its training would qualify students to be airline stewardesses. In a speech addressing newspaper standards for accepting advertisements, Dixon asked as one of several hypothetical questions what would be the attitude about an ad that offers “becoming an airline’s hostess by attending a charm school.” He did not name the company.} Two circuit courts had required the recusal of a previous FTC Chair on due process grounds in very similar circumstances. The D.C. Circuit held that “[t]he test for disqualification has been succinctly stated as being whether ‘a disinterested observer may conclude that (the agency) has in some measure adjudged the facts as well as the law of a particular case in advance of hearing it.’”\footnote{American Cyanamid Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 363 F.2d 757, 767 (6th Cir. 1966). The case challenged alleged violations in the production and sale of tetracycline. As Chief Counsel and staff director of a Senate subcommittee investigating drug prices, Dixon played an active role in questioning witnesses about tetracycline, and the report discussed the product and the company’s conduct.} The Sixth Circuit stated that “[i]t is fundamental that both unfairness and the appearance of unfairness should be avoided. Wherever there may be reasonable suspicion of unfairness, it is best to disqualify.”\footnote{Christine Wilson, “Why I’m Resigning as an FTC Commissioner,” Wall Street Journal, February 14, 2023, https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-im-resigning-from-the-ftc-commissioner-ftc-lina-khan-regulation-rule-violation-antitrust-339f115d.} In both cases, the comments that prompted recusal were arguably “far milder”\footnote{Cinderella Career and Finishing Schools, Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission, 425 F.2d 583, 591 (D.C. Cir. 1970).} than Khan’s statements.

The majority opinion is remarkable. Rather than considering whether a reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts might question Khan’s impartiality, the majority considers her statements mere opinions on law or policy. That would surely be an appropriate analysis of, for example, her general views on the consumer welfare standard, but it is hard to avoid concluding from her statements about Facebook that she “has in some measure adjudged the facts as well as the law of a particular case in advance of hearing it.”\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, Order Denying Petition for Recusal, p. 4, quoting Southern Pacific Communications Co. v. American Telephone & Telegraph Co., 740 F.2d 880, 911 (D.C. Cir. 1984), quoting Federal Trade Commission v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 683, 701 (1948).}

Considering Khan’s statements as opinions on law or policy, the majority asserts that “[a]dministrative adjudicators are presumed to be unbiased,”\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, Order Denying Petition for Recusal, In the Matter of Meta Platforms, Inc., Mark Zuckerberg, and Within Unlimited, Inc., Docket No. 9411, February 1, 2023, p. 7, https://assets.bwbx.io/documents/users/iqjWHBFdfxIU/rfE9nltMFEH8/v0.pdf.} and that a party seeking disqualification must overcome this presumption. Moreover, the majority held that “[t]he test may be stated in terms of whether the adjudicator’s mind is ‘irrevocably closed’ on the issues as they arise in the context of the specific case.”\footnote{Meta Petition for Chair Khan’s Recusal, August 31, 2022, p. 7, https://assets.bwbx.io/documents/users/iqjWHBFdfxIU/rfE9nltMFEH8/v0.pdf.} To say the least, this test is far removed from the statutory test of whether a Commissioner’s impartiality “might reasonably be questioned.”

The majority’s other attempts to justify Khan’s participation are equally unavailing. The opinion maintains that the “statements concern a different industry, a different realm of transactions than those presented here, and, effectively, a different acquiring company. ... In fact, they predated the rebranding of the company as “Meta,” signaling its strategic shift into a focus on artificial and virtual reality.”\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, Order Denying Petition for Recusal, In the Matter of Meta/Zuckerberg/Within before the Federal Trade Commission, Docket No. 9411, February 1, 2023, p. 4.} But the 2017 letter to the FTC was quite explicit in its request...
to “prohibit mergers between Facebook and other potentially competitive social networks or other new and promising products and services.” Moreover, the statements in the Majority Staff Report she coauthored recognized virtual reality as a core Meta product and was concerned that through acquisitions Meta “could position themselves to control the technology of tomorrow.”

Surely the statements give rise to a “reasonable suspicion of unfairness,” that is prejudgment, making “it … best to disqualify.”

In terms of modern tribal politics, the majority opinion is more understandable. By refusing to recuse herself from a matter that was highly unlikely to be adjudicated, Chair Khan put considerable pressure on her fellow Democrats to defend her and, in effect, the modern progressive view of conflicts. The adverse consequences of even partial disagreement with the Chair were revealed later in a series of messages to Commissioner Bedoya following a footnote raising questions in his concurring statement to the Chair’s desire for an extraordinary, legally unprecedented, challenge to Meta. Commissioner Bedoya and his staff received multiple threatening communications from a former chief of staff to Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) complaining about his lack of fidelity.

The Commission’s decision to allow Khan’s participation prompted a lengthy dissent from Commissioner Christine Wilson. She concluded:

Three factually analogous cases (one with facts nearly identical to those in the current situation) represent the most relevant precedent for considering recusal of an FTC Commissioner. Those cases make the conclusion here inevitable. As explained below, Chair Khan’s participation as an adjudicator in the Meta/Within Transaction would violate both due process principles and federal ethics standards.

Wilson’s dissent cited, and apparently quoted extensively, the opinions of the Designated Agency Ethics Official (DAEO), who is responsible for “taking appropriate action to resolve conflicts of interest and the appearance of conflicts,” and “may independently determine whether an employee must recuse due to certain appearance of partiality concerns.” Although the DAEO concluded that Khan’s participation would not be a per se violation of federal ethics requirements, she expressed “strong reservations with Chair Khan participating as an adjudicator in this proceeding where – fairly recently, before joining the Commission – she repeatedly called for the FTC to block any future acquisition by Facebook. In my view such statements would raise a question in the mind of a reasonable person about Chair Khan’s impartiality …” She recommended recusal, but left the decision to Khan, who chose to participate.

The Commission majority, however, redacted Wilson’s dissent, blacking out any reference to the DAEO. It cited a policy adopted in 1984 that individual Commissioners could not quote from or reveal staff recommendations without the consent of the majority. As explained below, Chair Khan participating as an adjudicator in the Meta/Within Transaction would violate both due process principles and federal ethics standards.
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deliberative process privilege. As Wilson noted, the Commission had waived this privilege in at least five prior cases, and had released or quoted DAEO opinions, as had other agencies. The majority, however, declined to release the memorandum, although it later became public.

The 1984 policy, adopted over the dissent of former Chairman, then Commissioner Michael Pertschuk, essentially “restated principles that have been recognized within the Commission since its beginnings.” Section 10 of the original FTC Act makes it a misdemeanor for “any officer or employee of the Commission ... to make public any information obtained by the Commission without its authority.” The Commission dismissed three of the five cases Wilson cited as predating the adoption of the policy, but because the policy codified a long standing practice, its precise date is irrelevant.

More important, the practice, and the policy, is aimed at staff recommendations in the context of decisions about nonpublic investigations. There, disclosing staff recommendations also risks disclosing confidential information protected by statute and obtained in the course of the investigation. Although there may be legitimate concerns about employee privacy, the concern about revealing confidential information does not arise in the case of DAEO opinions. Moreover, because the DAEO position exists in significant part because the policy position exists in significant part to reassure the public that civil servants pursue the public interest without conflicts, releasing such opinions is advisable, particularly in controversial cases. That was the course Chair Majoras took when she received. Certainly, seeking “guidance” would proceed accordingly “as a promise to follow the advice understanding her promise to “seek guidance … and wrote at Commissioner Wilson’s request. Keeping the DAEO’s views is especially important of transparency to do the same.

Disclosure of the DAEO’s views is especially important in light of Khan’s promise in her confirmation hearing. Although she promised to consult the DAEO, we were apparently expected to simply take Khan’s word for it. Her own consultation with the DAEO was oral, and the opinion was only memorialized in writing at Commissioner Wilson’s request. Keeping that opinion secret would leave no other source of information about the advice she received. Indeed, when asked about when she first consulted with the DAEO, Khan claimed “the consultations I had with the DAEO are protected by deliberative process privilege.” and declined to answer.

Congresswoman Hageman called Khan’s claims “unbelievable”:

it is unbelievable to me that you would not ask for written ethics advice on this particular topic. You admit that you have . . . received written ethics advice on other topics but on this topic you claim you did not see the written memo. Instead, you want us to believe that you only received oral advice and not specific oral advice but “only general advice understanding the legal framework.”

The fact that the DAEO found no per se violation left Khan wiggle room to claim, as she did, that read narrowly and literally, she had kept her promise. Surely, however, a significant minority of reasonable consumers, and likely far more than that, would understand her promise to “seek guidance ... and proceed accordingly” as a promise to follow the advice she received. Certainly, seeking “guidance” would

---
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The flawed progressive defense of Khan

Progressive organizations leapt to defend Chair Khan’s participation in the Meta matter, arguing that she has no financial conflict. One article claimed she had “perhaps the smallest number of work-related conflicts in recent FTC history,” and concluded “we finally have an FTC head with no such conflicts, no history of working for anyone whom the commission might regulate, and thanks to her anti-corporate moves, no prospect of a cushy post-office career at the companies she used to regulate.” The fact that her impartiality might reasonably be questioned did not matter. Indeed, part of the defense of her participation was her consistency in attacking big tech, a position those progressives support.

Round two of the progressive defense of Khan followed the playbook for the earlier FTC settlement with Facebook: attack the messenger. The FTC’s DAEO owned some stock in Meta ($15,001 - $50,000) in a joint account (with a parent) that she did not control. The director of the Revolving Door Project claimed that “Disqualifying Lina Khan from matters involving Meta would be enormously valuable to Meta,” and that “tens of billions” were at stake. The DAEO, however, had previously been advised by the Office of Government Ethics that offering ethics advice to employees on conflicts did not “amount to personal and substantial participation in an issue.” To its credit, the Commission defended the DAEO’s participation. Nevertheless, the Revolving Door Project asked the FTC Inspector General to investigate.
The irrelevance of this particular conflict to the DAEO’s opinion seems clear. She had previously issued a specific authorization for Khan to participate as an investigator or prosecutor in matters involving Meta and Amazon. Why would she do so if she were motivated by the alleged conflict of interest? Presumably excluding Khan entirely would have been even more valuable. To progressives, however, impartiality is unnecessary, at least as long as the decision advances progressive policies. Any potential financial interest, however, is too much, even if small (the DAEO) or speculative (the Facebook settlement).
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Managing the career staff to achieve change
Any new leader whose main objective is fundamental change will encounter resistance from some of the staff she inherits. Nevertheless, to achieve change, new leaders must rely on at least part of the existing staff, especially in the short run. The managerial challenge is how best to guide these essential individuals in a new direction. Even the most willing and professional staff cannot accomplish change unless they know with some specificity what they are supposed to change, and how to implement the changes. Thus, communicating the new goals of the organization is critical, but more is necessary. Academic writings may offer a clear picture of an overall philosophy, but even the most detailed law review article is unlikely to offer sufficient guidance how to identify specific targets or how to draft the pleadings. We begin with a review of how previous leadership redirected the career staff in the early 1970s and early 1980s, and then consider in detail the Biden administration’s relationship with the career staff.

Staff management: Nixon and Reagan eras
When Caspar Weinberger arrived in January 1970, two scathing assessments of the FTC had just been published. To “Nader’s Raiders,” the problems at the FTC could be summarized in one word: people.” Geographical locations determined hiring decisions, favoring the south in general and Tennessee in particular, along with partisan politics. Few from the nation’s top law schools were hired, and the report concluded that “bright men need not apply.” (Few women were government attorneys in that long ago era.) A second report, more measured in tone, more academic in outlook, and more authoritative in its source, the American Bar Association, was every bit as critical. The report found that one bureau chief responsible for hiring preferred older applicants who “had come to appreciate that they were not going to make much of a mark” because they were less likely to leave. The ABA concluded that “If there is a formula better designed to avoid hiring bright and energetic young men, we have not heard of it.”

Reorganization was crucial to Weinberger’s strategy to address personnel. He created the modern Commission organization, with a Bureau of Competition for antitrust and a Bureau of Consumer Protection for unfair or deceptive practices. He abolished separate bureaus that had been much criticized for pursuing trivia, such as the Bureau of Textile and Furs. Unlike some past reorganizations, Weinberger’s changes improved the morale of the staff that remained, because it indicated reduced emphasis on the cases that were castigated in the Nader and ABA reports, and because it was seen as the first step toward fulfilling the promise of implementing those reports. In all, 18 of 31 top managers were discharged.

When Weinberger left after 7 months, his successor, Miles Kirkpatrick, continued the work of transforming the professional staff. Working through his executive director, he replaced nearly one third of the middle and lower level staff. Weinberger and Kirkpatrick had systematically addressed the “people” issue.

Miller faced a radically different senior management and personnel challenge. The Weinberger and Kirkpatrick transformation of the staff, combined with the agency’s rapid growth in the 1970s, meant that there were relatively few managers with long tenures. Moreover, during the Carter administration, outsiders without agency experience, whatever they may have done previously, were hired to lead many of the most important projects.

There was a distinct dichotomy in the staff Miller inherited. Many, especially those recruited during Michael Pertschuk’s Chairmanship from 1977-1981, were “devoted to a mission of aggressive consumer
They typically found Miller’s economic approach to regulation anathema, and left the Commission before or shortly after his arrival in October 1981, eleven months after the 1980 election.\textsuperscript{110} Other staff, however, recognized the political and policy demand for toning down federal government activism, and “granted that the agency went too far under his [Pertschuk’s] leadership.”\textsuperscript{111} Miller noted that when he arrived, he “thought that 80 percent of the staff was sufficiently ideologically zealous that their professional performance would be impaired. I have found, however, that 80 percent of the staff is really very professional and responds well to the new leadership.”\textsuperscript{112}

The substantive portfolio Miller inherited differed significantly between the two main operating bureaus. In Competition, the major antitrust cases that consumed substantial resources in the 1970s were essentially over, having ended in failure or with an expected final decision rejecting a case pending at the Commission. The Commission dismissed its largest case, to dismember the oil industry,\textsuperscript{113} before Miller arrived and the case alleging a “shared monopoly” in the cereals industry was pending at the Commission, with a widespread belief that the Commission would dismiss it (as it did).\textsuperscript{114} As a result, staffers who joined the agency to pursue deconcentration already knew that effort was over.

In consumer protection, however, major resources continued to be devoted to rulemaking, with 11 rules awaiting final Commission action.\textsuperscript{115} Attorneys working on these projects often wanted to continue the fight. As Commissioner Pitofsky noted in 1980, “staff devotion to a single project over a period of years and the adversary clashes that often develop during the proceeding can generate in some rulemaking projects a will-to-win in the staff which influences their view of the record and their recommendations.”\textsuperscript{116} The rule backlog would consume much energy throughout Miller’s tenure.

Miller addressed the issues he inherited in the Bureau of Consumer Protection in part through reorganization, announced three months after his arrival. Three divisions pursuing closely related advertising issues were consolidated, reducing the number of senior management positions. Tightened evidentiary standards were adopted to assure that rulemaking proposals actually advanced consumer welfare.\textsuperscript{117} Moreover, the agency’s budget declined significantly.\textsuperscript{118} Nevertheless, Harris and Milkis concluded, “there were no wholesale attempts to purge agency staff and generally there was an effort to retain, and in some cases even promote, capable personnel. In fact, compared to what happened with previous changes of administration at the FTC, only a small number of people were removed from their jobs.”\textsuperscript{119} Instead, staff reductions were accomplished through normal attrition, running at double digits annually when Miller arrived.\textsuperscript{120}

Thus, in the Nixon and Reagan changes, there were significant departures from the agency through reorganization, attrition, and other measures. The new leadership was selective about who left, who stayed, and what positions were filled. Leadership found homes for career managers willing to join the new team and pursue a new direction, while those
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who made clear they were wedded to the old agenda either left on their own or were pushed out.

**The Biden FTC’s inauspicious arrival**

Lina Khan faced a scenario more like Weinberger than Miller, with many long tenured senior managers. Weinberger relied on consensus across Congress, the bar, and the policy community that major personnel changes were necessary. In contrast, although the Biden FTC team’s view of the career staff implied that major changes were needed, widespread support for such changes was lacking, and they did not make them. Instead, Khan created the worst of all possible worlds, making her view of the staff’s inadequacies all too well known, but without implementing the massive changes those views suggested.

Khan’s arrival at the agency on June 15, 2021, was unusual in multiple aspects even beyond the norm-busting manner in which she was named Chair. Rather than rely on the acting Bureau Directors who had been appointed by the Acting Chair that President Biden had previously appointed, she immediately named two of Commissioner Rohit Chopra’s attorney advisers as Acting Directors of the Bureaus of Competition and Consumer Protection. She made both permanent directors two months later, another abnormal step. Many attorney advisers are very talented, but the job requires much different skills than running one of the operating bureaus. We know of no other Chair who chose even their own attorney advisers to direct a bureau, let alone an adviser to another Commissioner. Khan also selected Chopra’s Chief of Staff as her own, and named another Chopra adviser as the agency’s chief technologist. The new Chair’s relationship with the career staff began with a series of insults. A few weeks after her appointment, with Chair Khan at his side, the President of the United States told the world, including an FTC staff proud of its role in an agency widely acclaimed, largely bipartisan, and consensus driven that it was part of a 40 year failed experiment. Khan’s use of Chopra’s advisers to form the heart of her senior staff itself sent an important signal, as Chopra “had a strong view that the FTC was a backwater and essentially a failed agency.” To many in the staff, it appeared that Chopra’s views would control.

Chopra’s apparent role caused concern because his disdain for the career staff as a key cause of this failure was open and notorious, and many current and former staff reciprocated those feelings. Chopra’s views of the career staff and theirs of him were widely reported in dozens of conversations we had with staffers, including both those in the agency and those who had left. Two days after he took office, he circulated a memo about repeat offenders to all agency staff that was highly critical of the staff. As we describe more fully below, the Commissioner, now Director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, believed that many of the careerists suffered from perverse incentives that made them too close to the businesses they regulated. He referred to them working for a “lax” and “reckless” agency that had “fallen into deep decay and disarray over four decades,” and even called for an Inspector General’s investigation of the handling

---
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of pharmaceutical mergers. In our experience, the career staff Khan inherited had been primarily advocates at times, but overwhelmingly they were professionals in 2021, engaged in impartial law enforcement, not politics. Before she entered the FTC, Chair Khan had disagreed, stating that “I think all decisions are political in so far as government agencies are bringing them.”

Reportedly, Khan repeated many of her and Chopra’s criticisms in meetings with the staff.

Khan and her team greeted the career staff with open suspicion. In her first week, her chief of staff ordered agency staffers to cancel all public appearances, even the most routine, including those previously scheduled. Although it could well make sense to suspend policy speeches, only senior political appointees normally make such speeches, not the careerists. Moreover, the ban on appearances even included those at consumer education events whose principal purpose was to warn consumers about how to avoid scams. To rub salt into the already annoyed career staff’s wounds, they were told to provide misleading reasons for cancelling, namely “pressing matters at the FTC.”

Disdain for the professional staff was also apparent in an early public Commission meeting on July 1, 2021. There, the Commission adopted a final rule governing Made In USA claims, revised its procedures for Section 18 rulemaking, rescinded a 2015 Policy Statement on unfair methods of competition (“UMC”), and accepted a package of omnibus resolutions authorizing competition investigations without further Commission involvement—all in a format that did not allow career staff participation. Even more concerning, although some staffers may have been involved in the Section 18 rulemaking changes, it appears that knowledgeable career staff, including those with extensive experience, were generally not consulted in developing these policy changes.

This exclusion of the career staff is highly unusual in the FTC’s history. As in any agency, the Commission’s “expertise” resides largely in its career staff, not in its political appointees. In our nearly half century of experience, the career staff virtually always participates in Commission meetings when such decisions are made, and were routinely given the opportunity to present their recommendations and answer questions from Commissioners. Certainly, Bureau Directors have always participated in such meetings. Yet the transcript of the public meeting reflects no comments from line career staff—none, zero. The only non-Commissioner who spoke was the agency’s Secretary, a position that rarely impacts agency substance. Moreover, among these agenda items were major policy issues, with the two Republican Commissioners dissenting on all, some with lengthy statements. The omnibus resolutions, for example, were an unprecedented transfer of power from the full Commission to the Chair.

Reluctance to deal with the career staff continued through the Biden team’s early tenure. There was little or no effort to engage with incumbent senior managers for months. A long tradition of frequent senior staff meetings with the Chair was suspended from Khan’s arrival until late in 2021, and then replaced with less frequent meetings

---
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that were predominantly one-way communication. Communications to the Chair routinely had to be submitted in writing, with responses often slow, sometimes not until after a relevant deadline had passed. 

Chair Khan's Chief of Staff, Jen Howard, became a symbol of the Biden team's hostility toward the career staff. She issued the order cancelling public appearances, and was widely known for her "polarizing reputation among FTC staff, and with some congressional Democrats, who described her as blunt and rude, bordering on mean." Howard "often wears a silver necklace emblazoned with one word in a delicate, cursive script: ‘fuck’." When Commissioner Wilson complained of her inability to receive staff documents necessary for her to perform her duties, Howard responded publicly with an eye roll emoji on Twitter. That she remained on Khan's personal staff for the first 19 months of the Chair's tenure, almost all of it as chief of staff, sent an acrid message to the career staff.

Former senior managers reacted strongly. One who had served more than 27 years at the Commission stated at a public meeting that she was "alarmed and deeply concerned about the obvious disconnect currently between the agency's career staff and political leadership." She continued that "the FTC is not a failed agency, but it’s on the road to becoming one." Staff members began voting with their feet. Within a month of Khan's confirmation, an unusual number of FTC staffers sought to leave. Several senior managers soon left after decades of service. In 2021, seven of the agency’s 28 employees in leadership positions departed. In 2021 and 2022, 71 attorneys, among the agency’s most experienced line staff, also left, the highest number of departures in a two year period since 2000. As a former Bureau Director noted, “you lose a lot of institutional knowledge” when such senior careerists depart. The “brain drain” has been substantial, reducing at least in the short run the agency’s ability to implement the new team’s policies.

Surveys of the career staff demonstrated their unhappiness: As the table below reveals, in 2020, a majority of employees strongly agreed that senior leaders maintained high levels of honesty and integrity, and almost half strongly agreed they had a high level of respect for senior leaders. It took Chair Khan and her team a remarkably short time to erode the trust that had been built over decades. In 2021, the honesty measure fell by almost half, and respect fell by more than half. Positive attitudes (combining those who agreed or strongly agreed) on both questions fell from the best among surveyed small agencies in 2020 to the worst in 2021, and fell further in 2022. At the other extreme, strong disagreement in 2021 with the statements about honesty and integrity and respect increased more than eight-fold from a miniscule two percent in 2020.
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Besides reaction to the open hostility the Biden team showed to career employees, the declines also likely reflect the substantial reduction in the staff’s perception of the new leadership’s ability to communicate\textsuperscript{151} and motivate\textsuperscript{152} employees. Managers found policy guidance from the Chair “was often general/thematic across the agency; hard for staff to translate that into case targeting.”\textsuperscript{153} Another manager found that “stated objectives sound more like progressive buzzwords than actual direction.”\textsuperscript{154}

**Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey results for the FTC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent who Strongly agree</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My organization’s senior leaders maintain high standards of honesty and integrity.</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have a high level of respect for my organization’s senior leaders.</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The Biden FTC leadership has belatedly attempted changes that many of the remaining career staff view as cosmetic.\textsuperscript{155} In particular, the Chair now praises the staff on occasion.\textsuperscript{156} Nevertheless, departures of experienced senior managers and staff attorneys remained high throughout 2022.\textsuperscript{157} Although there was some rebound in the integrity and respect questions in 2023, strong agreement remained at essentially the same levels as 2021, despite the departures and significant agency hiring.

This alienation of the career staff appears surprising, as the vast majority, like most civil servants, almost certainly voted for President Biden. Perhaps hoping to bridge their tenures with the more aggressive critics that had arisen after the Obama years, some former Clinton and Obama officials argued that more aggressive enforcement was necessary.\textsuperscript{158} A message that previous Democrat and Republican enforcers were too cautious in case selection and too quick to compromise could have been well received by the many aggressive careerists and seen by others as well within the normal bounds of political change. Indeed, in our experience, such a message would have received enthusiastic support from a majority of the staff. Yet the Biden team eschewed this approach. Instead, they made clear that the agenda they inherited was the “experiment failed,” effectively identifying the career staff themselves as significant contributors to the failure. Thus, they alienated these potential supporters\textsuperscript{159} with a view that echoed former President Trump’s skepticism of the “deep state,” claiming that the “revolving door” made the existing staff unreliable.

Given their view of the career staff as the source of many problems, personnel changes similar in magnitude to those of the Weinberger-Kirkpatrick era would appear to be an appropriate solution. Weinberger, and Miller in the Bureau of Consumer Protection, recognized the compelling advantages of making such changes through an early reorganization, to end uncertainty and face inevitable disruption quickly, building a firm new foundation for new policies. Khan appears instead to be relying on attrition, a much less efficient and less selective approach. The Budget Appendix shows a 23 percent increase in staff from October 1, 2022 to September
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Neither, it is crucial to ensure that staff members, particularly managers, are in fact willing to support the new team. Instead, the battles with the career staff continue.

Rather than immediate steps to build a broad management team, Khan brought in outsiders, most often as unpaid consultants. Although many new leaders have sought advice from outsiders, Khan’s choice was unconventional for at least two reasons. First, the work of the enforcement bureaus is central to the Commission’s mission. These newcomers were not placed in the bureaus, however; all nine unpaid outside consultants deployed through March 2022 were assigned to the Office of Policy Planning. In fiscal years 2019 and 2020, there were only two unpaid consultants. Second, consultants and experts are prohibited legally from performing certain tasks, including “to perform managerial or supervisory work … to make final decisions on substantive policies, or to otherwise function in the agency’s chain of command.” Consultants cannot perform “inherently governmental functions,” such as a determination of enforcement or budgetary policy, selection of new federal employees, or direction or control of federal employees. These, however, are precisely the tasks that are necessary to implement change.

The OIG examined position descriptions, rather than what the consultants actually did. It found that “most indicated that the consultant or expert will be involved with policy,” without including “clear restrictions on the scope of work” to avoid violations. Although the regulations implementing the restrictions on consultants specify that agencies “must establish and maintain a system of controls and oversight necessary to assure compliance,” the OIG found that “the FTC had neither a system of controls nor guidance on consultants’ and experts’ scope of work.”

Thus, this use of outsiders was not only ineffective as a management tool, it also skirted the relevant law. Khan’s clear reluctance to follow Weinberger–Kirkpatrick and Miller in implementing firm controls over and through the enforcement bureaus at the beginning was a significant missed opportunity. Moreover, although there is nothing wrong with using outside experts as advisors—other administrations have done so—it apparently did not occur to the Chair and those advising her to engage outsiders through the normal processes used for governmental employees. This failure to follow the law is yet another management mistake, reflecting in part the Chair’s unwillingness to consult with the career FTC staff, who would no doubt have advised her to follow proper procedures.

The recent staff increases are the most dramatic since the 1970s, raising multiple managerial opportunities and challenges. Additional staff obviously increases the ability to begin new projects, but in the 1970s many such new projects developed out of control of agency leadership. The management challenge reached the level in BCP that, in the Carter administration, for some projects leadership created alternative staffs to evaluate and work on major projects, including rulemakings then underway. The distrust of career staff that Chopra and Khan displayed was particularly focused on those serving in Washington. Acting on this belief, Khan is placing a disproportionate share of the new staff in the
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163 The report noted that “fieldwork for this audit was not designed to determine whether unpaid consultant or experts were involved in activities prohibited by the federal policies and guidance.” Office of Inspector General, Audit of the Federal Trade Commission’s Unpaid Consultant and Expert Program, p. 6.


167 When we were entering our last tour at the FTC, in June 2001, one of us discussed management issues with the outgoing Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection, Jodie Bernstein, a legendary FTC executive who had spent many years in BCP during the 1970s. We reflected on several individuals who developed “fieldwork” within the Bureau, difficult to control at best. See, for example, the discussion of the schism within the Bureau of Consumer Protection between the “new staff” and the “original staff” on the Funeral Rule in Dorsey D. Ellis Jr., “Legislative Powers: FTC Rule Making,” in Clarkson and Muris, The Federal Trade Commission Since 1970, p. 170.
regional offices. Because of the small size of the individual offices and historic geographic difficulties in management, as well as the perceived uneven quality of the various regions, such an allocation will necessitate extra care. (Khan initially favored even higher allocations to the regions but acquiesced to concern from her fellow commissioners.)

‘Revolving door’ fears hurt Khan’s agenda
Chopra and Khan’s view of the “revolving door” drove concern over the staff they inherited. Allegedly, staff attorneys, desiring eventual employment in the private sector, have an inherent conflict of interest, and will pull their punches, offering softer enforcement than they might otherwise to curry favor with potential future employers.

Among progressives, the Revolving Door Project (“RDP”) of the Center for Economic and Policy Research reflects this view. RDP exists to “scrutinize executive branch appointees to ensure they use their office to serve the broad public interest, rather than to entrench corporate power or seek personal advancement.” One of the fullest progressive statements on the revolving door is from another progressive group, the Roosevelt Institute, which lists Rohit Chopra as the first contributor to its report “Unstacking the Deck: A New Agenda to Tame Corruption in Washington,” released the same month Chopra took office at the FTC. Although one can read the report’s broad language to encompass career bureaucrats, the report’s examples focus more narrowly on the short-term political appointees who direct policy, most commonly associated in the academic and popular literature with the term “reforming door.” Examples of this traditional revolving door concern have generally involved policy jobs, such as a director of the SEC’s enforcement division, the EPA’s deputy general counsel, and similar subcabinet positions. The paradigmatic FTC example would be a law firm partner who comes to the agency for a few years to run one of the enforcement bureaus, and returns to a comparable law firm. Other examples include agency heads and cabinet secretaries.

This theory of the revolving door appears to be a version of the capture theory much discussed in the literature about public choice and the economics of regulation. Ironically, this version of capture seems to be one idea originated at the University of Chicago, by Nobel Laureate George Stigler, with which progressives actually agree. Capture theories hold that the self-interest of regulators leads them to grant favors to special interest groups. Self-interest might include self-gratification from exercising power, job retention, or pursuit of post-government wealth. Although controversial among academics as a widely applicable description of bureaucratic behavior, they have clear applicability to special purpose agencies, such as the old transportation regulatory agencies. Capture is unlikely, however, for a general purpose agency like the FTC, which is not the most important regulator for any interest group and does not produce output that objective observers can easily evaluate or measure. Applying this version of capture to the career staff is not widely recognized in the academic literature, and has little empirical support.

Certainly, there is significant job mobility between the FTC and the private sector, although the enforcement bureaus differ. For decades, some of the best FTC competition lawyers left the agency for large New York and Washington law firms, frequently returning to represent clients. These young attorneys came to the agency, acquired experience and expertise, and moved
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177 One study found that over 60 percent of competition attorneys who left the FTC went to large, profitable law firms that represent corporate clients. See Andrea Beaty, The Revolving Door in Federal Antitrust Enforcement (The Revolving Door Project, June 2022), https://therevolvingdoorproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/The-Revolving-Door-In-Federal-Antitrust-Enforcement.pdf. We are not aware of similar data for consumer protection attorneys.
to the private sector. Other antitrust attorneys went
to corporations or smaller law firms. In consumer
protection, the predominant flow is different.
Young attorneys frequently start their careers in the
private sector or sometimes other government or
nonprofit entities, acquire litigation or other relevant
experience, and then come to the FTC, usually for a
better work-family balance. (BCP has been well known
for attracting many talented lawyers this way.)

Former FTC General Counsel Steve Calkins noted the
differences between the senior management of the
bureaus in 2004. Consumer protection division heads,
the level that reports to the Director and Deputy
Bureau Directors, tend to have long experience with
the agency, “career people of great talent who are
doing a great job.” In senior competition jobs, however,
“you have people of great ability and great talent, but
the reality is they come in and they leave.”178 Despite
substantially different career dynamics, progressive
concerns about the revolving door do not distinguish
between the bureaus. Moving to the private sector
has become more common in BCP in the last decade,
mostly reflecting demand for expertise in privacy
regulation, and, as noted above, the Khan regime has
accelerated that flow, but the Calkins generalization
certainly described the agency Khan inherited.

More important, the incentives facing career staff
are more complex than the conflict of interest story
suggests. Staffers want to please their superiors,
because good performance evaluations surely
generate better references and greater opportunities,
both inside and outside the agency. Supervisors in
turn likely prefer employees who advance the FTC’s
mission as they understand it. The staff who are
especially talented, e.g. in managing cases, litigation,
or understanding emerging information technologies,
are also in high demand. This supervisory function is
one reason why clear leadership about the details of
the agency’s mission is so important, especially when
seeking to implement changes, because managers
need to identify those actions that advance the
mission. Failure to execute an ill-defined or poorly
communicated mission is a leadership problem, not
the result of a conflict of interest.

Beyond potential conflicts of interest, staffers seeking
to signal their worth to the private sector do so by being
more, not less, aggressive.179 Aggressive prosecutors are
those who run for higher office, and law firms hiring
prosecutors often tout the tough cases or theories
they pursued.180 As one study noted, “when industry
employers look for regulatory expertise in their agency
hires, regulators will have incentives to be more
aggressive towards the industry.”181 Moreover, staffers
who create an aggressive approach or a new area of
enforcement, such as litigating mergers or data security,
are particularly likely to create private sector demand.

Empirical studies generally have not found any
significant relationship between subsequent
employment and the poor performance that the
simple conflict of interest story predicts. Zheng
reviewed the available studies of the capture theory of
the revolving door and concluded that “The effects of
the revolving door on regulators’ performance, if any,
appear to vary from agency to agency, and do not lend
support to a coherent behavioral pattern.”182 Of particular interest is one study that specifically
included the FTC. Quirk interviewed 50 high level
officials from four agencies, including the FTC. He
found that respondents did not believe their level
of support for industry positions would affect their
subsequent employment. At the FTC in particular,
“the largest group of respondents perceived incentives
in exactly the opposite direction, that is, favoring anti-
industry behavior.”183 Quirk concluded: “In short, the
more damage they do to industry prerogatives while
in the agency, the more ably they can be expected to
protect them after leaving it. And, thus, the best way
for FTC officials to ensure themselves subsequent
jobs in the private sector is to demonstrate the
qualities that produce severe enforcement while in
the agency.”184

179 See Zaring, “Against Being Against the Revolving Door,” p. 520.
184 Quirk, Industry Influence in Federal Regulatory Agencies.
A new study examined salary records for all federal employees from 2004-2021. If the capture hypothesis is correct, employees would have an incentive to avoid crossing the salary threshold that triggers post-employment conflict of interest restrictions. The result would be “bunching” of employees just below the threshold, as they avoided promotions or salary increases that would reduce their value in the private sector because of the restrictions. Bunching indicates that the post employment restrictions influence workers, but it says nothing by itself about how on the job behavior would change. As we discuss above, being more aggressive rather than less may be the most effective way to signal an employee’s value to the private sector.

The authors distinguish between “revolving” agencies, where significant bunching indicates employees are considering their post-government prospects, and “indifferent” agencies, where the lack of bunching indicates private sector employment prospects do not have a significant effect. Of the 166 agencies included, 33 were revolving, exhibiting statistically significant bunching, while the remaining 133 were indifferent. Revolving agencies have significantly fewer paperwork requirements than indifferent ones, and their average requirement is less burdensome. The FTC was not among the agencies with significant bunching. That is, there is no statistical evidence of potential capture at the FTC.

An article from the Revolving Door Project illustrates both the hold of the revolving door hypothesis on the progressive mind – and its inaccuracies. The article is highly critical of James Kohm, a career official in the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection, who has worked at the agency for over 20 years and is an Associate Director. Kohm’s lengthy tenure is typical; for at least 30 years prior to Khan’s arrival, almost all Associate Directors had been career staffers, and moving to a law firm or corporation was quite rare. The article focused on Kohm’s role in the Commission’s $5 billion civil penalty settlement with Facebook, now Meta, and in effect assumes the settlement was essentially the product of this long time career manager. On a matter of such significance, however, both the bureau director and the Chairman invariably would be heavily involved in the investigation, the formulation of the recommendation, and the negotiations with the party under investigation. Moreover, Chairman Simons convened the full Commission early in the investigation in a failed effort to seek consensus on how to proceed. In our long experience with the agency, such a step is quite rare; the Commission could go years without such action in a consumer protection case. Thus, the entire Commission was involved at an early stage in the Facebook case; the matter was hardly delegated to the staff.

Despite the article’s suggestion that Kohm would “slide into a job working directly or indirectly for Zuckerberg or Big Tech soon,” he is still at the agency, functioning, as career staff often do, to implement the policy desires of their political leaders. In particular, his division is the locus of some of the most aggressive of Khan’s initiatives, including an extraordinary, almost never used, procedure against Meta and the aggressive investigation of Twitter after it was acquired by Elon Musk, including its interactions with journalists. That order to show cause (OSC) allows the Commission to modify the existing order, a process mostly used to adapt orders to changes in the facts or in the law. An OSC may be appropriate if the Commission finds an order issued after a litigated decision is inadequate, but there has been no determination or admission of liability by Meta – there is only a consent agreement. Such agreements have always been regarded as contracts,
Miller, however, sought experienced attorneys to the problem he would have with the staff he inherited. Such concern about aggressive behavior helped conservatives seeking change to be wary of career aggressive enforcers provide a particular reason for personnel to lead the agency in a new direction. Thus, in each of the three change eras, FTC leaders often sought non-traditional individuals are likely expert in the established way or former agency staff members to set policy. These agency agenda would be suspicious of such careerists to see why those who desire to change the existing political superiors, not on the career civil servant. As misguided as the Kohm attacks were, it is easier to see why those who desire to change the existing agenda would be suspicious of such careerists or former agency staff members to set policy. These individuals are likely expert in the established way of doing things, and may therefore be unlikely agents of successful change. Thus, in each of the three change eras, FTC leaders often sought non-traditional personnel to lead the agency in a new direction.

The studies showing careerist incentives to be aggressive enforcers provide a particular reason for conservatives seeking change to be wary of career staff. Such concern about aggressive behavior helped lead Chairman Miller admittedly to overestimate the problem he would have with the staff he inherited. Miller, however, sought experienced attorneys to implement the new policies that he desired, regardless of political backgrounds, because such experience would be necessary both to implement the policy and to succeed in court. The Khan administration, on the other hand, especially early in her tenure, was generally unwilling to hire such experience, presumably because these individuals gained their knowledge in service of projects or corporations the progressives disfavored. Reluctance to employ experienced agents, not to set policy but to implement it, was another important flaw of the early Biden FTC.

This flaw was particularly glaring. In our experience, the majority of lawyers in the large law firms are Democrats, a tendency reinforced in 2020 by the animosity in such circles toward the particular Republican nominee. It would have been extraordinarily easy for the new FTC leaders to hire numerous, experienced lawyers expert in key areas, such as litigation and rulemaking. From the beginning, the new leadership should have known such expertise would be needed in the battles they planned to initiate, especially given their aggressive agenda and their alienation of the career staff. Nevertheless, their view of the revolving door and of the resulting corrupt nature of large law firms, who, after all, represented many of the corporations the progressives disdained, limited their initial personnel search.

Chair Khan will be aided by the favorable publicity she enjoys, including in Europe, where her message condemning her American predecessors was well received, and in law schools where many students find her youth and anti-bigness program attractive. Yet, the relative youth and inexperience of new law school graduates creates problems that have long caused the Bureau of Consumer Protection to prefer hires with litigation or other relevant experience. Indeed, experience is a necessary complement to youthful enthusiasm.
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191 “About Us,” Revolving Door Project.
The evidence does not support the proposition that the revolving door leads FTC careerists to pull their punches in enforcement actions. If anything, it appears to encourage more aggressive enforcement. In fact, the progressives’ view of the revolving door has turned on its adherents in the Biden administration, causing them to forego experienced senior employees who could have made significant contributions to the desired change in direction.
The winning formula for policy change
Miles Kirkpatrick replaced Weinberger as FTC Chairman in September 1970, and even before the end of his tenure in early 1973, the agency was regarded as having been effectively revitalized. The FTC had reorganized, hired new staff, and set a new policy agenda, featuring new regulation of advertising and the initiation of antitrust cases using the structure, conduct, performance paradigm then favored in industrial organization economics.

Similarly, Miller spent his initial months laying institutional foundations to enhance rigor and establish policy guardrails following the widespread criticism of agency overreach. He reorganized consumer protection enforcement, initiated the fraud program, revisited the law of deception, instituted a review of the advertising substantiation program, devised criteria to evaluate pending rule proposals, and began working through the backlog of proposed rules. In antitrust, he established foundations for challenging misuse of government to restrict competition, promoting competition in the professions, challenging anticompetitive actions by trade associations, and developing the criteria for evaluating oil mergers. He also relied on the 1982 rewrite of the merger guidelines from his fellow Reagan appointee, Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust William Baxter.

We here address the key elements of past successes in implementing change at the FTC. To assess agency policy success in earlier change eras, we build on previous scholarship that emphasizes, inter alia, how the agency is perceived among its key constituencies, including its staff, the regulated community, and the courts.

Was there widespread recognition of the need for change?

Nixon’s change consensus: Caspar Weinberger arrived as Chair on New Year’s Day in 1970 with an unambiguous mandate for change. Echoing many previous scholarly assessments of the Commission’s inadequacies, the Nader Report on the FTC concluded in January 1969 that the agency was a failure, in near total disarray. It had failed to detect violations systematically, to establish priorities, to enforce its statutes, and to seek the necessary resources. The report was reviewed favorably in numerous articles and editorials, supported in Congress, and even praised by some within the Commission.

At the request of President Nixon, the more prestigious and authoritative American Bar Association Report weighed in later in 1969. The special commission of 16 scholars and practitioners criticized the FTC for mismanagement, excessive delay, a focus on trivia, and ineffective direction. It concluded that:
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it should be the last such assessment of the long series of committees and groups which have earnestly insisted that drastic changes were essential to re-create the FTC in its intended image. The case for change is plain. What is required is that changes now be made, and in depth. Further temporizing is indefensible. Notwithstanding the great potential of the FTC in the field of antitrust and consumer protection, if change does not occur, there will be no substantial purpose to be served by its continued existence; the essential work to be done must then be carried on by other governmental institutions.200

It is hard to imagine a clearer consensus for change, and Weinberger began immediately. The previous chapter describes his organizational and personnel changes in detail, and we discuss the specific policies that Nixon’s Chairmen began below.

By late 1972, the agency was regarded as revitalized.201 One scholarly study termed the transformation of the Commission in the 1970s “a remarkable metamorphosis.”202 Congress was supportive, particularly the Senate Commerce Committee. Its leader, Warren Magnuson, pursued a consumerist agenda “to revitalize a flagging political career,” with its chief consumer counsel, Michael Pertschuk.203

From success to overreach: How did the agency find itself threatened by the end of the decade with significant legislative curbs, and its very existence seemingly at stake? Although hardly obvious at the time, an event seen initially as an important victory in the United States Supreme Court proved of special significance.

On March 1, 1972, the Court decided the Sperry & Hutchinson case, appearing to bless an expansive reading of the FTC’s authority to prohibit “unfair” practices, an authority distinct from the prohibition on “unfair methods of competition”204 The decision inspired the newly-created Bureau of Consumer Protection to form a special unit dedicated to exploring the limits of unfairness.205 The Supreme Court had cited, in a passage unnecessary to the court’s ruling (i.e., in dicta), the FTC’s cigarette rule three-part definition of unfairness, which included reliance on public policy, as well as the even more flexible “immoral, unethical, oppressive, or unscrupulous” prong.206 We were to see the Court’s blessing of this test quoted dozens of times in internal memoranda during our tenure at the FTC in the 1970s,207 and the temptation for the Commission to use unfairness in rules to try to remake major parts of the American economy proved irresistible.

When Congress codified the Commission’s rulemaking authority, effective at the beginning of 1975,208 a volcano of proposals erupted. The Commission published rules to govern its new authority in April 1975, and by April 1976, it had begun 16 rulemakings under the Act, most designed to reshape major industries.209 This would have been an ambitious rulemaking agenda for any agency, but especially so for an agency with relatively little rulemaking experience and implementing a largely untested “hybrid” model for rulemaking.

Even without the Supreme Court’s S&H opinion, rules would likely have become a more prominent part of the FTC as the 1970s continued. Weinberger and Kirkpatrick had inherited a rule requiring the posting of octane ratings on gasoline pumps. Although the district court ruled, in a challenge to the octane rule, that the FTC lacked broad rule making power, the District of Columbia Circuit Court of
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Appeals reversed that decision 14 months later.\textsuperscript{210} Such disclosure rules were less aggressive than those that followed using the powerful unfairness authority. The combination of FTC rule making power, coupled with the broad discretion to use unfairness, was one of the main reasons why Congress eschewed traditional administrative rulemaking procedures, and instead created the FTC’s special procedures to make rules.\textsuperscript{211}

Rather than pursuing a moderate course of disclosure style rulemaking, by the late 1970s the Commission “was pronouncing programs that had the breadth and force of major pieces of legislation”\textsuperscript{212} affecting numerous industries, leading some to call it the second most powerful legislature in Washington.\textsuperscript{213} Often based on unfairness, the proposals sought to restructure industries that touched numerous aspects of everyday life, from antacid advertising to funerals to used cars to vocational schools.

The surge of proposals provoked a political backlash, and industry groups sought to restrict the agency’s authority. The political tidal wave crested in 1978 when the Commission issued a proposed rule potentially to ban all advertising to young children. Dubbed “Kid Vid,” it “galvanized opposition that went well beyond the powerful television and breakfast cereal industries,”\textsuperscript{214} leading the Washington Post, “the liberal establishment organ,”\textsuperscript{215} to mock the FTC as the “National Nanny.”\textsuperscript{216} Many in industry and even academia saw the rules as imposing significant burdens and demonstrating hostility to legitimate business practices. As Harris and Milkis summarized, proposals “such as children’s advertising were not pursued for the attainment of competition or economic efficiency, but to free the oppressed and manipulated consumer from the throes of corporate immorality.”\textsuperscript{217} Critics saw that as the role of Congress, if anyone, not the job of an unelected Commission.

Congress agreed. An FTC reauthorization bill backed by the House leadership was rejected on the floor, with legislators in both parties voting against the bill because it did not include sufficient controls over the FTC.\textsuperscript{218} In what was probably the first time Congress refused to fund an agency over policy disputes, the agency was shut down briefly in May, 1980.\textsuperscript{219} Later that month, Congress enacted the FTC Improvements Act, restricting the children’s advertising proceeding and adding additional requirements to the FTC rulemaking process and elsewhere.\textsuperscript{220} Thus, a Democratic controlled Congress with bipartisan majorities passed significant restrictions on the FTC.

A widely respected antitrust agenda might have helped the FTC overcome its consumer protection woes. The collapse of the intellectual foundations of the competition agenda, discussed below, meant the decline of academic and judicial support for the core of the agency’s antitrust program. That in turn reduced the defense of the agency among the business community, the bar, and opinion leaders, leaving Congress to work its will.

**Reagan’s change consensus:** The election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, who had campaigned for significant regulatory reform, guaranteed continued momentum for change at the already chastised FTC. In his first weeks in office, he issued an executive order requiring benefit-cost analysis of regulatory proposals and providing for review by the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) in the Office of Management and Budget of proposed or final executive branch rules before publication. The point person for those efforts, James Miller, the coordinator for the Taskforce on Regulatory Relief and the head of OIRA, became FTC Chair in October, 1981. In late 1980, Miller had chaired the Reagan transition team for the FTC, and the new Republican President
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thus had appointed an advocate of deregulation as Chairman. As with Weinberger’s arrival, there was a bipartisan consensus that the FTC’s policies he inherited needed change.

We discuss the specific policies implemented in the Reagan FTC below. Although sometimes controversial at the time, Miller helped establish what became a bipartisan consumer protection and competition policy. Of course, the subsequent success of the Reagan FTC in implementing an agenda that lasted for four decades required much more than the efforts of Miller and his team. Subsequent administrations accepted the basic approach, and then built and developed it in important and sometimes different directions. Crucially, during the Clinton administration, Chairman Robert Pitofsky followed the outline of an FTC agenda presented in the ABA Antitrust committee’s 1989 Kirkpatrick II report. Pitofsky and one of the present authors served on the committee, whose report provided a blueprint for what the FTC’s policies should look like after the failed experiment of the last 40 years.

Besides support from subsequent FTC chairs, the approach that Miller began eventually enjoyed considerable support from Congress, sometimes through favorable publicity and requested legislative support. On many occasions, Congress left the FTC largely alone to do the work it appeared to approve, a welcome relief from the turmoil of the late 1970s. Examples of explicit Congressional support included strengthening the agency’s fraud program and granting the FTC simplified Administrative Procedure Act (‘APA’) rulemaking to implement specific statutes, such as the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998, and the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act of 2003.

In the courts, the agency enjoyed widespread acceptance, rarely losing cases. Its reputation as a premier antitrust and consumer protection agency grew throughout these decades. Since 2001, Global Competition Review has published an annual ranking of about 40 competition enforcement agencies. The ranking uses a star rating system, with five stars for an “elite” agency and one star for an agency that is merely adequate. The FTC is the only competition agency that received a 5 star rating every year from 2001 through 2020. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the decline in support for the Biden FTC in the OPM surveys, Chair Khan ended the FTC’s participation in this international ranking exercise, and the FTC did not appear in the 2022 report.

Is there widespread agreement about the new policies?

Implementing change is easier with widespread agreement about what new policies should replace the old. We consider the degree of consensus for policy change in both of the prior “change” eras.

Consensus spurred new Nixon policies: The 1969 ABA Report helped provide the competition agenda for the Weinberger-Kirkpatrick administration. That agenda reflected what was then a broad consensus among antitrust lawyers and economists about both how to analyze policy and the proper role for government regulation.

One key feature of this approach to the competition mission was to deemphasize enforcement of the Robinson Patman Act. Enacted in 1936, a year after the Supreme Court declared the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) unconstitutional, the act sought to protect traditional retailers from the emerging competition of chain stores, most notably the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company (A&P). Unable to enact the industry codes that had been written under the NIRA for this purpose, Congress instead
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passed language that is vague, frequently self-contradictory, and open to varying interpretations. The Act quickly became the centerpiece of the Commission’s antitrust agenda, with the agency frequently pursuing aggressive interpretations that raised costs for consumers. Although there was already some reduction during the later part of the 1960s, the 1969 Kirkpatrick report excoriated the FTC’s enforcement. Nixon’s FTC deemphasized Robinson Patman enforcement. A devastating 1977 Department of Justice report on the Act found the Act protectionist with adverse effects on competition and consumers, and court decisions that significantly tried to interpret the statute consistent with the larger body of antitrust law also helped lead to virtual abandonment of government enforcement.230

Praise for Robinson Patman has been scarce among prominent scholars or antitrust enforcers since the mid-1970s, and virtually nonexistent in this century – until the neo-Brandeisians. Lina Khan pointed to Robinson-Patman as a weapon to rein in the perceived excessive power of the latest disruptive retailer, Amazon.231 As Chair, her praise of this discredited statute has continued,232 and the FTC is attempting both to revive the statute and to apply Robinson Patman principles in some of its FTC Act cases.

Instead of Robinson Patman, with its populist animus toward bigness, the 1970s FTC relied on industrial organization economics, which on a much different basis also criticized many large businesses. In 1970, there was a widely shared belief among industrial organization economists, antitrust scholars, and enforcers that a close correlation existed between industry concentration and economic performance. The prevailing paradigm, using structure, conduct, performance to understand the economy, was the organizing principle of a widely used textbook on industrial organization, first published in that year.233 Industry structure influenced firm conduct – the strategies firms would pursue, as well as how they would organize production. In turn, conduct influenced performance, usually measured by profitability or industry prices and output. High profits were regarded as an indicator of market power, leading to poor economic performance.

During that era, numerous empirical studies claimed to find a relationship between concentration and profitability: using accounting data, firms in industries with high concentration ratios (usually the market share of the four largest firms) allegedly had statistically significantly greater profitability, although the actual differences in many prominent studies were often not large.234 Profitability was thought to increase because decreased competition that raised prices was more likely even at concentration levels regarded as modest by later enforcers and scholars. The implications for antitrust policy seemed straightforward. Merger policy should prevent mergers in these concentrated markets, and antitrust laws should be used to dismantle highly concentrated industries. This was the deconcentration or simple market concentration doctrine, and it formed a centerpiece of the Nixon FTC’s competition agenda. It also provided mainstream economic support for the populist “big is bad” notion that had motivated much of merger policy in the 1950s and 1960s.235

The simple market concentration doctrine dominated FTC antitrust throughout the 1970s, with several major initiatives. Most of these cases came to naught. One of the first was the “shared monopoly” complaint against the breakfast cereal industry, filed in 1972, seeking divestiture and mandatory trademark licensing. The case was dismissed ten years later.236 In 1973, the Commission filed a complaint against the eight leading petroleum refiners seeking horizontal and vertical divestitures. The case was dismissed in 1981.237 In 1976, the FTC launched an investigation of General Motors
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on the premise that GM, and perhaps Ford, should be broken up, but closed the matter in 1981, unable to find any evidence of monopoly profits. Other cases alleged monopolization through exploitation of patents. A 1973 complaint against Xerox yielded a consent agreement in 1975 that required the company to license all of its patents, with the first three licenses to each firm royalty-free. Importantly, these cases were “premised substantially or wholly upon the capacity of Section 5 of the FTC Act to reach beyond existing interpretations of the other antitrust laws.”

The Commission also aggressively pursued allegations of predatory pricing, also with limited success. A 1974 complaint charged IT&T, the maker of Wonder Bread, with attempted monopolization through predatory pricing. The case was dismissed a decade later. The agency also alleged predatory pricing by the largest roaster of coffee and the largest producer of reprocessed lemon juice.

Although Chicago economists had long questioned predatory pricing cases, it was Harvard scholars Phillip Areeda and Donald Turner who formulated what quickly became the prevailing legal test for predatory pricing. A violation requires sales below cost, as well as likely recoupment – the violator can reasonably anticipate recovering the inevitable losses from prices that are predatory. The article substantially undermined the rationale for the Commission’s cases, which could not meet the Areeda-Turner test.

There was always an alternative explanation for the concentration-profitability relationship, namely that the leading firms in more concentrated industries were either more efficient or offered superior products. Harold Demsetz noted that if anticompetitive behavior explained the relationship, then smaller firms in the industry should benefit as well – but they do not. The higher profits arose from better performance, and Sam Peltzman found that lower costs in more concentrated industries, resulting from the expansion of more efficient firms, was primarily responsible for the concentration-profitability relationship. Thus, the main plank of the antitrust agenda, based on the simple market concentration that had unified populism and mainstream economics, lost intellectual support. A crucial conference in 1974, with papers published in a highly influential book, summarized much of this research.

Although the consensus behind deconcentration was crumbling, and gone before the end of the 1970s, the FTC continued to pursue policies based on the old learning throughout the decade. Thus, the FTC clung to the discredited analysis long past its “sell by” date. In part, this reflected the sometimes lengthy process of litigation. The “shared monopoly” case against the cereal industry, for example, started with a complaint issued in the Nixon years, but was still awaiting a final Commission decision after Reagan’s election.

The Commission also continued the effort to break up the oil industry and the predatory pricing cases...
in administrative litigation after the intellectual foundations had evaporated.

Despite the loss of intellectual support, in 1979 the Carter administration endorsed no-fault monopoly based on the deconcentration theory.\(^{251}\) The Commission even initiated new cases based on the old doctrine. For example, in 1978 the Commission alleged that plant expansion announcements constituted strategic entry deterrence and were an unfair method of competition. First the Administrative Law Judge and then the Commission itself dismissed the case.\(^{252}\) The Commission also brought a test case seeking to overturn a Supreme Court decision creating a safe harbor for firms that announced a policy of not selling to discounters and terminating those who nevertheless discounted.\(^{253}\) The Court of Appeals reversed the Commission’s order.\(^{254}\) As these old cases wound down, the massive resource expenditure on that old learning declined sharply.

As in antitrust, the ABA Report guided the Nixon administration’s consumer protection agenda. The report called for a more effective campaign against deceptive advertising, strengthened remedies, reduced delays, more guidance for industry, and increased incentives for both compliance and self-regulation. The report also recommended more studies, reports, and legislative recommendations on key consumer issues.\(^{255}\) The ABA reflected a substantial consensus among academics and practitioners, while the earlier Nader’s Raiders report made clear the consensus also included consumer activists.\(^{256}\)

Weinberger and Kirkpatrick moved rapidly to implement this agenda. The Director of the newly created Bureau of Consumer Protection, Robert Pitofsky, a principal author of the ABA Report (and later Commissioner and Chairman), transformed consumer protection. The Bureau held early hearings on Advertising and the Public Interest, issuing a report and recommendations in 1973.\(^{257}\) The Commission launched an aggressive array of advertising cases, attacking deception in food and drug advertising, energy and environmental claims, and advertising to children.\(^{258}\) A cornerstone of the advertising agenda was developing the principle of advertising substantiation, requiring advertisers to have a “reasonable basis” to support their claims before making them. A complaint challenging claims that a sunburn remedy could actually anesthetize nerves was issued in July, 1970, and the Commission’s decision establishing the reasonable basis doctrine issued two years later.\(^{259}\)

The substantiation requirement was a foundation of the Commission’s successful case by case approach to advertising regulation. It was also the basis for increased advertising industry self-regulation. When the highly successful National Advertising Review Board (NARB) was established in 1971, one of its first principles was that advertisers must have reasonable substantiation for their claims.\(^{260}\)

The Weinberger-Kirkpatrick Commission also acted to facilitate the flow of information to consumers. It regarded comparative advertising as useful for consumers, and persuaded the television networks to eliminate the prohibitions then in place for such ads.\(^{261}\) This policy was codified in 1979, when the Commission adopted a comparative advertising policy statement.\(^{262}\)

The FTC’s consumer protection enforcement and self-regulation efforts succeeded, but consumer protection rulemaking, after Kirkpatrick had left, sowed the seeds of the political disaster for the
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FTC discussed above. In part, the tidal wave of rulemaking proposals simply overwhelmed the agency’s capacities. The early proposals resulted from investigations that did not contemplate hybrid rulemaking, such as building support for case by case enforcement, or perhaps for Administrative Procedure Act rulemaking. The material supporting the proposals consisted of “large quantities of almost random information,” and the agency tended to put it all on the rulemaking record. Placing material on the public record “in an orderly fashion” was frequently difficult, however, and once there, it was “practically inaccessib[e].” Public comments posed some of the same problems.

The rulemakings also posed significant managerial challenges when leadership changed with the Pertschuk administration. As we have discussed in detail elsewhere, there was often no clear legal or substantive theory of why the rule was necessary or appropriate. As a practical matter, the new leadership learned the details of each rule when it advanced to the next stage requiring management review, which was often the Bureau's review of a draft staff report.

Reagan helped build new policy consensus: By the time Jim Miller arrived, widespread support for the simple market concentration doctrine had disappeared. 1970s antitrust had married this doctrine to the populism of previous decades while retaining aggressive competitor protection through the predatory pricing cases discussed above, but rejected in the academy. Moreover, the Supreme Court was changing antitrust law, rejecting the protection of competitors and embracing the consumer welfare standard. The FTC in the 1970s had failed to recognize those changes, particularly the changes in judicial standards, which had occurred well before the decade ended. The turnaround in court shocked the agency. From 1970 to 1976, the Commission won 21 of 23 antitrust cases heard on appeal. From 1977 to 1983, it won only 13 of 35 cases filed in the 1970s, including only 8 of 22 merger cases.

When Miller arrived, antitrust reflected the new consensus, including a growing recognition that vertical restraints, which had been a major focus of antitrust attack in the 1960s and 1970s, were rarely anticompetitive. Yet, the Carter FTC had resisted the Supreme Court’s 1977 decision abandoning the per se rule against non-price vertical restraints. For example, a 1971 complaint challenged the use of exclusive territories in the soft drink industry, with the Commission finding a violation in 1978 despite the Court’s decision the previous year. Congress soon overturned the FTC’s decision. Moreover, antitrust’s sole focus on the welfare of consumers was replacing the populist tendencies in the law, exemplified by those vertical cases, as well as by attacks on so-called predatory pricing and by much of merger law.

Consistent with his long-held beliefs that market forces were ordinarily preferable to government regulation, Miller created task forces to study the legal and factual issues that government restraints on competition create. Various legal doctrines can protect business use of government to restrain competition, including the right to petition the government, known in antitrust law as the Noerr-Pennington doctrine, after the first two major Supreme Court cases discussing the issues. Moreover, states, if they meet certain conditions, can regulate to protect activity that would otherwise violate the antitrust laws. After Miller’s task forces evaluated the legal parameters
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of both areas, the agency filed cases to test those parameters.273

Reflecting the change in the law that the Supreme Court had enunciated toward vertical restraints, Miller instituted an aggressive program of modifying consent orders that were inconsistent with the Supreme Court’s changing positions. He also expanded the agency’s efforts involving health care, the professions, and trade associations. Many court victories followed, including three in the Supreme Court.274

Regarding mergers, the agency implemented the DOJ 1982 merger guidelines. Although the FTC did not join in issuing the guidelines – the 1968 guidelines were DOJ only, and Miller lacked a clear majority in 1982 in any event – the agency did issue its own, weaker statement. Miller and his team had discussed the guidelines with the Justice Department during their drafting, and in evaluating mergers sought to apply them. Those guidelines were an important rejection of previous merger policy, necessitated by the rejection of the simple market concentration doctrine and the Commission’s repeated court losses in merger challenges. Change was necessary, if for no other reason than to reverse this disastrous record. Oil mergers were a major issue throughout Miller’s tenure, and the agency developed the template for approaching this politically sensitive area.275

Thus, during the Reagan first term, the foundations of what President Biden and the Neo-Brandeisians criticize today were already in place, although in the early stages of policy development and implementation. The modern approach within the agencies, which relied on a robust manifestation of what lawyers call the “rule of reason” did not become fully apparent for many years. Over time, with experience and amendments to the guidelines, the bipartisan approach to mergers that the Biden team seeks to overthrow developed. Moreover, the Reagan administration largely moved from single firm cases under Sherman Act Section 2, rejecting the approach it inherited, with the notable exception of the AT&T settlement.276 The Commission also began to focus on the state action and Noerr Pennington doctrines, laying the groundwork for a more refined approach to single firm cases that developed later in the so-called 40 years.

Particularly noteworthy in Miller’s early tenure was his personal fight to save the FTC’s jurisdiction over the professions. Especially after an equally divided Supreme Court early in 1982 affirmed a circuit court decision that the FTC could sue nonprofit professional associations that restricted trade,277 pressure to exempt professions from the FTC Act increased, with considerable prospects for success. Even though some in the Reagan White House wanted to compromise, Miller risked his personal prestige to lead the effort to defeat the exemption. Even Miller’s opponents, including Commissioner Pertschuk,278 praised the Chairman’s efforts and recognized that his reputation as a market-oriented economist critical of the FTC in the 1970s was essential to rally support for this crucial part of the agency’s mission.279

When Miller arrived at the FTC in 1981, there was a clear consensus that the Commission’s consumer protection program was amiss. There was, however, no broad consensus about sensible consumer protection policy. In fact, many industries opposed to the Commission’s past actions simply argued that they should be excluded from FTC jurisdiction. Moreover, as noted above, Miller faced a substantial backlog of eleven rulemaking proceedings280 that continued to consume substantial time and energy among the staff, managers, and at the Commission itself.


278 One of the authors met routinely with each Commissioner during this period, discussing numerous issues, including the professions.


280 Harris and Milkis, The Politics of Regulatory Change, p. 197.
The rulemaking backlog posed particular challenges. The Commission and its staff tend to regard sunk costs as investments, and substantial resources had been committed in the earlier stages of the process. Although these costs obviously could not be recovered, there was strong reluctance to see past commitments “wasted.” Thus, there was considerable momentum for the rules to continue on their course.

Moreover, Miller initially lacked a Commission majority, making the likely fate of the rules unclear to the staff. Miller demonstrated by his early opposition to rules coming before the Commission, even if he was outvoted, that rulemaking would be evaluated on cost-benefit grounds, and that the records would have to support an affirmative conclusion of net benefits. The Commission in the 1970s did not attempt to justify most rules on that basis, however, and as a result rulemaking records often contained little evidence addressing these key questions. Many of the proposals were flawed from their inception, and very few rules from that era became law. Those that did were significantly weaker versions of the original proposals. Miller implemented an agenda using enhanced economic analysis. The economic well-being of consumers provided a firmer basis for FTC policy than the ad hoc antagonism toward various market outcomes that characterized many FTC actions. Brandeis and other opponents of bigness “angrily denounced conspicuous consumption. But in so doing, he drifted imperceptibly into an attack on consumer preference, a principle that lies at the very core of a market economy.” As Harris and Milkis noted, the consumer “movement was inspired by the view that ‘irrational’ behavior on the part of the consumer was due to responses conditioned by an immoral society, an immorality bred primarily by powerful business interests.” Miller’s contrary view was clear: consumer preferences were the touchstone for consumer protection. This framework provided “an intellectual alternative to the public lobby regime [and] contributed greatly to the substantial success Miller had in redirecting the Commission.” One key aspect of Miller’s agenda was mobilizing the Commission’s resources to attack fraud. The FTC in the 1970s did not follow the recommendations of the ABA Commission and others that the agency prosecute fraud, although fighting fraud is a fundamental role of government. Fraud is tantamount to theft, distorting the market and frustrating consumer preferences. Fraud also harms legitimate competitors, by reducing the credibility of all advertising, forcing the honest to provide more assurances of performance to overcome consumers’ suspicions.

To attack fraud successfully, the agency needed the authority to freeze assets pending a final judicial determination on the merits. The FTC used Section 13(b), asking, in federal district court, for an ex parte order freezing assets and preliminarily enjoining ongoing conduct, then disposing of the case on the merits, ordering, if appropriate, that the frozen assets be returned to consumers while issuing a permanent injunction. This approach became known as the “Section 13(b) Fraud Program.”

Miller faced some reluctance within the staff and by some Commissioners to attack fraud systematically. As discussed above, foreshadowing today’s progressives they argued that the Commission should do more important work, and that other agencies should...
solve the fraud problem. As the nation’s consumer protection agency, however, the FTC was best suited to coordinate a nationwide attack on all forms of fraud. Other agencies, even those that had criminal remedies, often lacked the necessary geographic scope, staff resources, market expertise, and willingness to tackle the problem, given their many responsibilities.

The fraud program has been enormously successful. A second ABA Commission in 1989, which included Kirkpatrick as Chair and later Chairmen Muris and Robert Pitofsky as members, wrote enthusiastically about the program.\(^{293}\) Although other Chairs after Miller continued to develop the program, when Pitofsky became Chair fraud enforcement took an especially significant step forward. The agency built the Consumer Sentinel database to assemble consumer complaints, to identify emerging fraud trends, identify potential enforcement targets, and locate potential witnesses.\(^{294}\) It also developed a core of professional investigators trained to uncover fraud, trace assets, develop evidence for trial, and testify in court. These investigators in turn have trained hundreds of local, state, federal, and international criminal and civil law enforcement officials.\(^{294}\) The fraud program became international in scope, especially with passage in 2006 of the SAFE WEB Act,\(^{295}\) extending the Commission’s authority in information sharing, investigative assistance, cross border jurisdiction, and enforcement relationships. The Commission also extended the program to Spanish language media and created the Criminal Liaison Unit to encourage and work with the many agencies with criminal authorities, that may otherwise lack the time, expertise, and ability to prosecute fraud.

Unfortunately, success led, as too often in FTC history, to overreach. The Commission began seeking monetary relief in cases farther and farther removed from fraud,\(^{296}\) eventually claiming the authority to obtain restitution or disgorgement in any case.\(^{297}\) In AMG, a unanimous Supreme Court disagreed, ruling that the Commission did not have the authority to seek equitable monetary relief in district court cases, despite the fact that it has been claiming and exercising that power for almost 40 years.\(^{298}\) As we discuss below, the response to this decision is a significant component of the current Commission’s consumer protection agenda.

The Miller FTC also laid the basis for durable change with the Deception Policy Statement.\(^{299}\) Over the decades, the Commission had developed an extensive and expansive body of case law that, read broadly, gave the Commission the authority to do almost anything based solely on its own extreme interpretations of advertising claims.\(^{300}\) This “fools test” had been the subject of withering academic criticism, including from then Professor Robert Pitofsky, who noted that past Commissions had carried their supposed mandate to “astonishing lengths.”\(^{300}\) A more sensible line of cases focused on what messages advertisements conveyed to
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“average” or “ordinary” audience members. The Policy Statement adopted this later approach, stating that a claim is deceptive if it “is likely to mislead the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances, to the consumer’s detriment.”

The Deception Policy Statement was intensely controversial at the time, with dissenting Commissioners predicting it “could substantially narrow the Commission’s authority to prosecute a wide range of dishonest and deceptive conduct.” As the fraud program makes clear, that never happened. Instead, the statement formed the basis of a strong bipartisan consensus about the kinds of cases the Commission should bring and has been widely accepted in the courts. Although we have criticized some of the Commission’s more exotic applications, the Policy Statement remains the foundation of FTC enforcement efforts.

Based on his initial skepticism and criticism from some economists, Miller also launched a review of the advertising substantiation program, seeking public comments on the program’s costs and benefits, and on its implementation. The review led to the Advertising Substantiation Policy Statement, adopted in 1984, which reaffirmed the program’s basic legal and policy foundations. The statement explained that balancing the risk of mistakenly allowing false claims against mistakenly prohibiting the flow of truthful information is the key factor in determining how much evidence is necessary to constitute a “reasonable basis.” It also examined the role of substantiating evidence developed after a claim is initially made, explaining that subsequent evidence is always relevant in evaluating the truth of a claim and the merits of an enforcement action.

As Harris and Milkis observed, Miller’s “leadership played a critical role in focusing what had been a rather ad hoc approach to regulatory reform at the FTC into a more systematic effort to redefine the mission and reconstitute the institutions of the agency.” That effort led to the well accepted approach to consumer protection that has lasted for over 40 years, and has gone international, as the FTC’s leadership in worldwide fraud control efforts makes clear.
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The Biden administration’s approach to change
Unlike Jim Miller and the Nixon combination of Caspar Weinberger and Miles Kirkpatrick, Lina Khan did not move quickly to develop and implement a comprehensive plan for the agency. In contrast, the Biden FTC’s initial policy efforts appeared more focused on advocating new substantive antitrust laws, along with planning for massive amounts of money in proposed legislation moving through Congress to become a more technology focused agency to regulate both privacy and antitrust. When legislative proposals foundered and the historic funding increases proposed in reconciliation legislation were not enacted, there was no immediate alternative strategy upon which to rely. This chapter discusses these initial Biden efforts to change the FTC.

**There was no widespread recognition of the need for change**

As we have seen, the FTC that Khan inherited was one of the most widely respected government institutions in the world. Nevertheless, in 2021, President Biden proclaimed the previous 40 years of antitrust an “experiment failed.” Biden, and Khan, rejected the longstanding reliance on the welfare of consumers as the basis for the bipartisan approach to antitrust policy. The Biden administration’s conclusions are controversial, and do not enjoy the widespread support shared by the simple market concentration doctrine that grounded FTC antitrust in 1970 and the consumer welfare standard in the decades preceding 2020.

Certainly, by 2021, there was recent dissatisfaction with the agency in some quarters, including about competition issues, despite the agency’s stellar reputation. As we noted above, Commissioner Chopra regarded the FTC as a failure, and frequently reminded the staff of that view. He argued the Commission was “battling its most serious credibility crisis in decades,” because too many “enforcement actions provide no help whatsoever and do nothing to deter misconduct.” He told Congress that “the FTC has shown it is willing to be lax and forgiving,” and claimed “there simply is lawlessness in our economy writ large, and the FTC is a big part of it.”

In frequent dissents from Commission decisions to accept consent agreements, he disparaged orders for not providing meaningful accountability and for not being credible, criticized the staff’s approach to pharmaceutical mergers as “narrow, flawed, and ineffective,” and suggested that the remedies used in cases of fraudulent conduct bordering on criminal should be applied routinely to non-fraud cases involving executives of publicly traded companies.

The other minority Commissioner in the Trump administration, Rebecca Slaughter, after a few early disagreements in votes with Chopra, frequently also dissented, but often with separate and more tempered statements.

In antitrust, the Biden administration reflects the views of the neo-Brandeisians, for which Khan and Tim Wu, the White House competition advisor for the first two years of the administration, are prominent advocates. Even a few years before the 2020 election, their views were outside the mainstream. Indeed, the 40 years President Biden condemned included 16 years of Democratic control, under Bill Clinton and Barack Obama, years in which the Commission followed policies widely endorsed across the political and academic spectrum.

As we discuss below in analyzing the sharp departure in merger policy the Biden appointees propose, former Clinton and Obama antitrust officials have been forced to choose between defending their previous views or supporting their party’s current political leadership.

In consumer protection, Chopra was especially skeptical of the fraud program as a centerpiece of the Commission’s consumer protection mission, criticizing its “heavy focus on shutting down fly-
by-night criminal scams.” Instead, he argued for “reorienting the Agency to focus on the largest problems in the marketplace.”

His concerns channel those of an earlier progressive when the fraud program was starting, with Michael Pertschuk, Chair during the Carter administration, contending that such cases had “only marginal deterrent effect” and “relatively little impact.” Some modern progressives, like their earlier counterparts determined to remake the economy, find focus on criminal scams beneath the FTC, contending fraud is work for someone else.

As with its competition views, these progressive policies are controversial. Because of the need for an agency to lead and coordinate at first the national, and then increasingly the international, fight against fraud, the FTC has assumed a central role, with great success, as we have detailed elsewhere. Attacking fraud has become an immensely popular program with Congress, the press, and the public.

There was no widespread agreement about new policies

The return to “Big is bad”: With the success of modern technology companies, it was perhaps inevitable that both their economic and political power would be challenged. Under the acronym GAFA for Google, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon, with occasionally an M added for Microsoft, press, political, and academic attention to “big tech” increased. Lina Khan’s nearly 100 page student note in the 2017 Yale law journal was well timed and widely cited, making its author a celebrity among progressives, and eventually catapulting her to the head of the FTC.

Although attacking bigness for its own sake had long disappeared in antitrust’s mainstream, such concerns remained on the fringes. For example, when Wal-Mart became the largest retailer in the United States, Barry Lynn, one of Khan’s mentors and Executive Director of the Open Markets Institute, for which Khan worked, complained of its alleged dominance and called for antitrust action. Perhaps because Wal-Mart achieved prominence with at most a small presence in the major American media centers, and business writers did not use its products as they use those of today’s large technology companies, Wal-Mart never became the target Lynn and similar critics hoped.

While skepticism about the large tech companies grew under Trump, his antitrust agencies rejected Khan’s fundamental conclusion that antitrust law under the consumer welfare standard was inadequate to police the modern technology corporation. In 2020, the FTC sued Facebook while the DOJ sued Google, both with broad allegations of anticompetitive conduct, that, if proven, could lead to some form of at least partial divestiture. Moreover, the Trump DOJ brought a major (albeit unsuccessful) vertical merger challenge, an area progressives faulted the 40 years for allegedly abandoning.

These lawsuits ran counter to the narratives of the press, progressives, and President Biden, as well as counter to Khan’s and similar scholarship that antitrust was obviously inadequate. Throughout the 21st-century, the FTC had continued to bring cases charging single firms with monopolization.
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The Clinton administration had pursued an aggressive single firm monopoly agenda, but surprisingly in contrast to the FTC, the Justice Department, after its success on the merits against Microsoft, virtually abandoned the field for almost 20 years until the Google case.

Echoing the progressive narrative and following the 2018 election that gave the Democrats control of the House of Representatives, efforts to pass new legislation regulating the largest technology companies gained some momentum in the next two Congresses, although the legislation was never debated on the floor of either the House or the Senate. The House Judiciary Committee Report discussed above, in which then Professor Khan had a major role, was a significant Congressional statement about the alleged problems of these companies. Legislation would have created new substantive standards for liability, under which it would have been easier to prosecute than under current law. Most versions would have given the FTC power to draft regulations that presumably would have facilitated the progressive desires to “rein in Big Tech.”

The Khan leadership appeared to have placed heavy reliance on the prospects of new legislation and the promises of enormous new budget increases. Although the Commission did receive a significant budget increase for fiscal 2022 and 2023, one version of the 2021 Build Back Better bill had a massive increase in FTC spending, promising $1 billion over 10 years, including a planned new third enforcement Bureau, involving privacy and technology. Because Chair Khan repeatedly emphasized both the competition and consumer protection aspects of privacy, presumably the money would have been used for tech sector competition initiatives as well. In fact, the Trump administration had already created a technology enforcement division within the Bureau of Competition, which would have fit well in the new Chair’s vision of the problems in privacy and technology.

Perhaps assuming that new legislation would pass, Khan did not begin planning and case development initiatives immediately, unlike leaders of the two previous change eras. Moreover, she faced significant headwinds not present earlier. The agency she inherited was widely praised, not widely condemned. Although progressives and those directing the President’s economic policy wanted dramatic change, just a few years before they were “hipster antitrust,” virtually outside of the debate of how antitrust policy should proceed. Not surprisingly, although many in the President’s political party saluted and joined the effort, others did not, having developed and enforced the now castigated policies, as has occurred in the debate over merger policy.

Importantly, Chair Khan faces a judiciary likely to be as hostile to her efforts to change the law as it was to the FTC in the late 1970s when the agency refused to change. Unlike the Reagan administration, which prioritized appointing judges with a law and economics background who were uniformly sympathetic to antitrust’s consumer welfare standard, President Biden has not made the appointment of judges with an antitrust, or even economics background, an important criteria. Although the Biden administration continues the success of its predecessors in litigating up or down challenges to horizontal mergers with a few competitors in well-defined product markets, it is largely unsuccessful.
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Elsewhere. Thus, the FTC recently prevailed in IQVIA’s attempt to overturn its decision,\(^{339}\) while losing both of its most high profile challenges, Meta’s acquisition of Within, and Microsoft’s of Activision. Neither involved acquisition of competitors; they involved theories rarely used in recent decades, and the agency challenged both in the Northern District of California, hardly known for its conservatism. Moreover, judges appointed by Presidents Obama (Meta-Within) and Biden (Microsoft-Activision) rejected the FTC motions for preliminary injunction.\(^{340}\)

The Commission did win a vertical merger challenge against Illumina’s proposed acquisition of Grail. The result is not the vanguard of a progressive revolution. Although rare, vertical mergers were challenged during prior administrations, for example, while we were last at the Commission, the Cytyc/Digene vertical merger was abandoned following the Commission’s decision to challenge the transaction.\(^{341}\) The Illumina complaint was approved 4-0, before Chair Khan’s arrival, with support from both Republican Commissioners, and the one Republican who remained on the Commission supported liability when the administrative case returned to the Commission.\(^{342}\) On appeal, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the Commission’s approach to a prima facia antitrust case, but because the court held that the FTC analyzed the merging party’s proposed fix to the anti-competitive problems improperly, it reversed the Commission’s order.\(^{343}\) In so ruling, it rejected Chair Khan’s views on the issues in favor of Commissioner Wilson’s. Wilson, of course, was an outspoken proponent of antitrust’s consumer welfare standard that the Biden team disfavors. Faced with opposition from the European Union and the necessity of continued fighting with the FTC, Illumina abandoned the deal.\(^{344}\)

Even with judicial opposition, law reform is still possible. It requires, however, a carefully planned strategy to persuade the courts to change. For example, Thurgood Marshall and others famously implemented a long, successful strategy of civil rights litigation, including the court’s decision in Brown vs. Board of Education.\(^{345}\) There is little, if any, indication that the Biden administration has such a plan. Congress seems unlikely to enact new legislation during Khan’s tenure, and filing cases with little chance of success under existing law seems an inefficient and strange method of law reform.

A good example of a legal strategy for change was the FTC’s 21st century approach to hospital mergers. Although the FTC and the DOJ had successfully challenged anticompetitive mergers in the 1980s, they met serious judicial resistance in the 1990s. Some courts accepted that nonprofit hospitals had non-financial motives, and would not translate market power into higher prices. Other courts followed an approach to market definition derived from markets for physical goods that could place hospitals 100 miles away in the same geographic market.\(^{346}\) When we returned to the FTC in 2001, the government had lost
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its previous seven hospital merger challenges and had essentially given up.\(^\text{147}\) Because some hospital mergers harmed consumers, we disagreed, thought abandonment was intolerable, and adopted a new strategy. The Bureau of Economics published a series of retrospective case studies of prior hospital mergers, some using data obtained under the Commission’s unique compulsory process authority to collect data for studies. These studies documented the clear consumer harms from various prior mergers, and exposed the flaws in the economic assumptions that had been used to defend them.\(^\text{348}\) The author of the geographic market definition test that had led courts to accept such large markets testified that courts were misusing his test in hospital mergers.\(^\text{349}\) The FTC and the Justice Department conducted public workshops on hospital mergers and other healthcare competition issues, leading to a joint report.\(^\text{350}\) In 2004, the Commission filed an administrative test case challenging a hospital merger, and in 2007 it found against the merger.\(^\text{351}\) Courts blessed the Commission’s new approach during the Obama administration.\(^\text{352}\)

Although the process took many years, the Commission thereby successfully reversed the string of court defeats. The history of the “failed” 40 years shows many other successful efforts at legal reform, including fraud and privacy in consumer protection, evolving merger guidelines, attacking anticompetitive restraints in the professions, and competitor misuse of government in antitrust.

The current FTC leadership would no doubt protest that they have been quite active in establishing new policies. To return to the John Wooden quote that leads this paper, they appear guilty of mistaking activity for achievement.\(^\text{353}\) Rather than building a program, many of Khan’s early initiatives appeared more focused on press releases than winning in court. (Some were quite expensive, involving cases destined for defeat.) Career FTC managers also expressed this concern.\(^\text{354}\)

The Biden team did change the process for Section 18 rulemaking (also called Magnuson-Moss), which remains untested, and repealed a number of previous Commission policy statements. Among those that have been replaced, there is an apparent desire to maximize discretion, at the expense of both providing guidance to those the Commission regulates and raising the prospects for success with the modern judiciary.

Consider for example the new policy statement on “unfair methods of competition.” Section 5 of the FTC Act has two prohibitions, one against unfair methods of competition (unfair methods), the other against unfair or deceptive acts or practices (unfairness). For the latter, the Commission engaged in a lengthy process to establish a careful, well-articulated policy that Congress codified in 1994: unfair acts or practices are those that cause substantial consumer injury, without offsetting benefits to consumers or competition, that consumers cannot reasonably avoid. By design, following criticism of Commission overreach after the 1970s rulemaking binge built in part on expanded use of unfairness and its failure to articulate clear legal standards, the unfair acts or practices policy statement and its codification


\(^{151}\) Impelman, “Never Mistake Activity for Achievement”; Feinstein, “John Wooden: Untouchable Record, Incomparable Man.”

\(^{152}\) Committee on the Judiciary, Abuse of Power, Waste of Resources, and Fear, p. 2.
limited the Commission’s discretion. The FTC’s 1983 Deception Policy Statement, of which we were the principal staff draftsmen, similarly sought to restrain agency discretion. The Obama Commission’s bipartisan Statement of Enforcement Principles regarding unfair methods, a statement that was disavowed in the Khan administration’s first public meeting, also sought to restrain agency discretion.

In contrast, the new unfair methods definition, issued in November, 2022, returns to unfettered enforcement discretion. To the extent the document uses any standards at all, it relies on the vacuous ones the Commission abandoned in its modern definition of unfair acts. In the first attempt to define unfairness, the 1964 cigarette rule stated that a practice could be unfair if it was “immoral, unethical, oppressive, or unscrupulous.” The 1980 Unfairness Policy Statement explicitly disavowed this prong. The unfair methods statement appears to resurrect it, citing conduct that is “oppressive” twelve separate times, the word only appears twice in the 1980 statement.

The result, as Commissioner Wilson noted in dissent, is a statement that amounts to little more than a “we know it when we see it” standard. Under the new statement, the Commission will presumably use its administrative process to bring cases, developing records that help articulate broad new legal powers beyond the reach of the Sherman Act.

The Khan Commission also seeks to use rulemaking to address unfair methods of competition. As argued in an article chair Khan co-authored with Commissioner Chopra while on his staff, the agency proposed a UMC rule against covenants not to compete, the first such action in decades, and one on which the FTC’s authority will be challenged. Combined with the Commission’s assertion of authority to write rules governing unfair methods of competition, this formless standard threatens to re-create the broad legislative powers that Congress sought to constrain with extra procedural requirements when it authorized consumer protection rules.

As we have seen, extensive use of unfairness fared poorly in the 1970s in both consumer protection and antitrust. It is difficult to see that the new UMC statement provides the kind of authoritative and objective assessment of a body of law upon which a reviewing court might rely.

---


156 See Beales, “Brightening the Lines,” pp. 1057-1074.


161 The count includes two instances of “oppressiveness.”


167 See Beales and Muris, Back to the Future, p. 9.
Often building on the FTC’s potential to act beyond the antitrust laws, the Biden FTC has pursued potentially important antitrust activities. The agency filed a monopolization claim against a private equity backed healthcare business that it had purchased multiple anesthesiology businesses across Texas and raised prices.\(^\text{368}\) As widely predicted when she was named Chair, the FTC filed a major antitrust challenge against Amazon, although the allegations of the case itself do not follow her famous Yale student note.\(^\text{369}\)

Surprisingly, given that the case relies heavily on the FTC’s power to use its unfair methods of competition jurisdiction beyond the parameters of the Sherman or Clayton Acts, the case was filed in federal court, not administratively. One might have expected the FTC to first test its claim of expanded power within its own internal administrative litigation process. Instead, with Amazon, the FTC is asking a generalist federal judge to opine on the meaning of unfairness under the FTC Act without the record and analysis the FTC first developed administratively. Had the Commission filed administratively, however, the agency would likely have confronted recusal issues as in the Meta-Within case discussed earlier. The Chair’s arguably stronger views of Amazon’s alleged anti-competitive behavior that launched her career, in contrast to the lack of any specific statement about the Meta-Within merger, would have presented a very strong argument for recusal under traditional legal standards.

**Biden merger policy:** One area of Biden FTC “success” began even before the appointment of Chair Khan, reflecting the deep hostility of the Neo-Brandeisians toward big business in general and mergers in particular. We use quotation marks around “success” because most of the relevant policies have as one of their main purposes, not direct law reform, but instead essentially to cause delay and create uncertainty. Because they are so ephemeral, the next administration can reverse them immediately.

Federal merger law, by its very nature, is not anti-merger. In the law’s long legislative history, statutes that would have required prior approval of mergers were offered, debated, and rejected, despite populist animosity toward mergers. For decades, the law, the regulatory process, and government enforcers have recognized both the potential benefits and costs of proposed mergers. The thrust of the Biden administration’s policy rejects this measured approach in favor of overt hostility.

At the end of the Obama administration, while still a law student, Lina Khan wrote “How to Reboot the FTC,” castigating that administration and its predecessors for lax merger policy that allowed “mergers [to] reach record highs” and demanding that “the agency should commit to blocking anticompetitive mergers outright, rather than trying to fix them….\(^\text{370}\) As Chair, Khan leads an assault on mergers. Neo-Brandeisians believe mergers are a main cause of their bleak picture of the American economy. They also apparently find no positive results from mergers. Thus, Khan’s original Director of the Bureau of Competition “when asked, could not identify a single positive thing about mergers.\(^\text{371}\)

This animosity has taken root in FTC policy in multiple ways. The surprising deletion from the agency’s mission statement of the seemingly innocuous phrase that it would enforce its laws “without unduly burdening legitimate business activity” set the tone. Within the agency, the deletion was taken to reflect the views of individuals extraordinarily suspicious of business in general, and mergers in particular.\(^\text{372}\)

---


372 For the analysis of a recently departed, long-time career FTC staff member on the significance of this and other changes in the FTC strategic planning reports, see Daniel Kaufman, “So Many Words – The FTC’s Recent Strategic Planning Reports Do Actually Matter,” *BakerHostetler*, September 6, 2022, https://www.bakerlaw.com/insights/ftc-recent-strategic-planning-reports-actually-matter/.
Ephemeral though it may be, the new approach has imposed substantial costs. Former FTC Commissioner and Acting Chairman Terry Calvani and Thomas Ensign recently summarized the new policy:

... raising the cost of merger review imposed on the parties will, at the margin, reduce the number of transactions. Using procedural tools, Chair Khan has been successful in making mergers more difficult and costly. Moreover, she has been successful primarily through changes in the Commission’s process without litigation or substantive changes to the antitrust laws. Some of these changes fall into the minor irritant category, but others are significantly more onerous on merging parties.**73**

Scott Barshay, the Chair of one of the leading law firm’s corporate departments, concluded in March 2023 that the agencies have been “very successful” in subduing deals not through litigation, but because of the “in terrorem” effect of threatened actions, including creating uncertainty and serious delay.**74** Other observers characterized the approach as “a broader effort by the FTC to slow things down, run the clock and see if parties walk away from deals they might not have walked away from in the past.”**75**

An empirical study of practitioners before the Biden antitrust agencies found both agencies perceived as “less transparent and less fair in their interactions with merging parties.”**76**

The problems far exceeds the direct, albeit significant, costs of lawyers, bankers, and other specialists associated with deals. As Barshay notes, the cost of delay to the merging companies from the extra year or two that it takes to complete the transaction increases with the importance of the deal—“who knows what happens to the asset in the meantime. They [the merging parties] just don’t want to think about it...”**77** The problem exists for both the purchaser and the seller. Examples abound: for the seller, when personnel are crucial to the deal, delay and uncertainty about whether and when the transaction will occur increases the risk that highly talented managers and other employees will seek employment elsewhere. For the buyer, the disruption in the company’s plans may force redeployment of key personal and other assets while awaiting a decision. Moreover, the antitrust laws forbid collaboration between the two companies, especially if they are even minor competitors, before the merger is consummated. Barshay concludes that, cumulatively, such problems have “resulted in many, many fewer deals.”**78**

The opportunity to create delay is exacerbated because of the manifest inefficiency of the system for reporting mergers to the government before consummation. The fate of merger filings is shown in Figure 1. From 1993 through 2021, there were 61,394 merger filings,**79** vastly more than the less than 4,500 transactions predicted for this period when the act was adopted.**80** Most transactions are never investigated: either the FTC or DOJ requested clearance to investigate in only 13.66 percent of

---

**Notes:**


**75 Luuk de Klein and Aldrin Brown, “Biden’s FTC Increased Large Pharma Deal Scrutiny, but Approval Remains Possible – Analytics,” Mergermarket, July 24, 2023, https://www.lownstein.com/media/wikifd/mm-biden-s-ftc-increased-large-pharma-deal-scrutiny-but-approval-remains-possible-analytics_-mergermarket.pdf**


**77 See Barbarino, “Paul Weiss Corp. Chair Calls FTC, DOJ Officials ‘Anti-Deal.’”**


**79 Comments of TechFreedom and Bilal Sayyed in the Matter of Proposed Changes to the HSR Notice and Reporting Form, Docket ID No. FTC-2023-0040-0001, September 27, 2023, p. 3, https://www.regulations.gov/comment/FTC-2023-0040-0720. 1993 most closely matches the release of the 1992 merger guidelines, and 2021 is the last year for which complete data are publicly available. Sayyed, with whom we worked at the FTC, is one of the few individual experts on both the substance of Section 7 merger law and the Hart Scott Rodino Act procedures.**

**80 Comments of TechFreedom and Bilal Sayyed in the Matter of Proposed Changes to the HSR Notice and Reporting Form, p. 6, n. 12. The drafters expected “no more than around 120 transactions per year, or 4,350 over the 29-year period.”**
transactions. The government normally has 30 days to decide whether to seek additional information about the deal, called a second request, which extends the waiting period until the companies “substantially comply.” Second requests occurred in just under three percent of filings, with compliance usually taking 3 to 6 months, but can be substantially longer. Even before the Biden administration, compliance involves production of massive amounts of information electronically. Only then must the government decide whether to challenge the merger, which occurred in 2.08 percent of all filings.

In this small fraction of filings, challenges were usually resolved through an agreement allowing the merger to proceed only with divestiture of the assets that the government felt would cure any competitive problems. Litigation was rare; instead, a complex regulatory system developed, a system that the Biden administration now manipulates to implement its anti-merger animus.

There are multiple ways to increase delay and uncertainty, both informal and formal. Previous administrations used early terminations extensively, requested in 86 percent of filings and granted in 64 percent, which helped to reduce the delay costs resulting from the overly broad filing requirements (An early termination allows the merger to consummate before the 30 day waiting period expires.) In February, 2021, the FTC and DOJ suspended early terminations on the somewhat implausible argument that they “consume agency resources,” even though nothing other than a Federal Register notice is required. Moreover, the FTC has expanded the scope of second requests to investigate areas “not relevant in mainstream antitrust analysis” that “would not support litigated challenges,” increasing the time and resource costs of complying. It has also sent letters to merger partners warning them that their deal is still under investigation even though the statutory review period has expired, and that they close at their own peril.

The FTC has in some cases relied on administrative litigation, where it almost always wins and can only be challenged by appealing to the Court of Appeals, a journey of several years from beginning to end. In contrast, the Justice Department must pursue an injunction in federal district court, a process usually resolved far more expeditiously.

While previously most cases were resolved by settlements, Khan has stated that “we’re going to be focusing our resources on litigating, rather than on settling.” The Commission also reinstated a policy of requiring prior approval for future acquisitions.

Figure 1. Premerger Filing Notifications, 1992-2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filings</th>
<th>Early termination Requested</th>
<th>Early termination Granted</th>
<th>Clearance requests</th>
<th>Second Requests</th>
<th>Challenged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61,394</td>
<td>52,945</td>
<td>39,150</td>
<td>8,385</td>
<td>1,834</td>
<td>1,274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

381 Because both agencies have authority, to avoid duplication, each agency requests “clearance” from the other before opening an investigation.
382 Comments of TechFreedom and Bilal Sayyed in the Matter of Proposed Changes to the HSR Notice and Reporting Form, p. 3.
384 Chart prepared from data submitted as an attachment to Comments of TechFreedom and Sayyed in the Matter of Proposed Changes to the HSR Notice and Reporting Form. For an updated version of the data, see “Updated-HSR-and-Merger-Enforcement-Data-1993-2022, TechFreedom, last accessed April 6, 2024, https://techfreedom.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/Updated-HSR-and-Merger-Enforcement-Data-1993-2022.xlsx. It includes data for 2022 and corrects an error in the number of transactions challenged, which should be 1,246 instead of the 1,274 shown in the chart. Other numbers are unchanged.
385 Comments of TechFreedom and Bilal Sayyed in the Matter of Proposed Changes to the HSR Notice and Reporting Form, p. 3.
386 FTC Chair Khan’s Responses to Additional Questions for the Record, p. 7. The decision not to investigate is made regardless of whether early termination is granted.
389 Calvani and Ensign, “The New Brandeisians Are Here,” p. 3.
as part of a settlement agreement if there is one, an approach that has no defined period and no fixed standard for evaluation of the acquisition, and thus can be a significant cost to any settlement.

A belief that litigation is preferable to settlement may of course make sense in individual cases; the ultimate question is whether settlement can cure the competitive problem. Critics point to failed settlements, but litigation is costly and can fail as well. Moreover, the fact that failure is possible is no more persuasive for killing settlement as an antitrust tool than claiming that automobiles should be banned because they lead to accidents. The challenge in both cases is to improve the process, reducing accidents and bad settlements. There is nothing so inherently dangerous about either that they should be banned.

To illustrate the appeal of settlement, one need only look to how the sitting Commissioners’ views have changed. Under the Trump administration, then-minority Commissioners were highly critical of negotiated settlements in pharmaceutical mergers, arguing for litigating instead. Commissioner Chopra even called for an inspector general investigation of the process, including the staff involved. Nevertheless, in the ANI Pharmaceuticals acquisition of Novitium Pharma, the Biden Commission accepted a settlement that was “strikingly similar to every prior settlement in the pharma merger space.” More difficult to understand is the Khan FTC’s seeming hostility to settlements even when they have no intention of litigating. Of eight large pharmaceutical deals that received second requests since 2021 (and no longer pending in July 2023), six were cleared unconditionally. In contrast, of the 20 deals resulting in second requests in 2015-2020, only one was cleared without conditions. Perhaps the population of deals was significantly different than in the earlier period, but this FTC appears reluctant to accept a settlement under all but rare circumstances.

Because none of these changes to the merger process required Congressional or judicial approval, from the Biden team’s perspective, they are without risk. Their impact in the longer run is uncertain, however. For example, if the government continues to lose the non-traditional merger cases it files, the threat to litigate them becomes increasingly hollow. And, in some cases, the Commission has accepted settlements rather than risk a likely loss in litigation. For example, in June, 2023 the Commission sued to block Amgen’s acquisition of Horizon on theories long discarded. It settled the case in September, on terms that didn’t “require Amgen to give up anything significant and allow[s] the FTC to bow out of litigation rather than risk a loss in district court.” Even meritless litigation is costly, however, a cost that potential merger partners must consider in deciding whether to go forward. As noted above, moreover, such informal changes in approaching mergers are essentially ephemeral, easy to reverse.

The Commission is also pursuing more formal measures that would increase the costs and uncertainties of mergers whether or not they are likely to be anticompetitive. Law firms have described to their clients as “dramatic,” “drastic,” and

185 Calvani and Ensign, “The New Brandeisians Are Here,” p. 3.
186 Wilson, “Governing is Hard,” p. 11.
187 See the discussion in Section III B.
189 Klein and Brown, “Biden’s FTC Increased Large Pharma Deal Scrutiny.”
“sweeping”⁴⁰¹ the FTC’s and DOJ’s proposed changes to the rules that govern the initial HSR filing.⁴⁰² The changes would require essentially all parties to provide certain information that today can only be requested from the small minority (3 percent) of transactions with a second request.⁴⁰³ The proposed changes would require narrative descriptions of the strategic rationales for the transaction, any horizontal overlaps, supplier relationships, and labor markets. Unlike even most past second requests, the agencies would require detailed labor market data in all filings, including employee occupational classifications using a system with no necessary relationship to either geographic or product market definition, as well as employee commuting zones and occupational safety data.⁴⁰⁴ They would require more documents related to the deal, including drafts produced along the way, and more details about the financial structure that “could require private equity and venture capital firms, in particular, to disclose additional holdings.”⁴⁰⁵

Like all government information requests, the paperwork requirements in the proposed rule changes require approval from OMB’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, after public comment. By the FTC’s own estimate, the paperwork burden alone would multiply almost four times, from 37 hours to 144 hours.⁴⁰⁶ This burden would apply to all filers, including the 86 percent of transactions that, over the past 29 years, have not even been investigated, and the nearly 64 percent of transactions in which early termination would have been granted under pre-Biden policy. It is difficult to imagine how, at least for such filings, the additional information can meet the Paperwork Reduction Act’s requirement that information is “necessary for the proper performance of the functions of the agency,” and has “practical utility.”⁴⁰⁷ Even if the Biden administration dramatically increases enforcement to double, or even triple the number of deals it investigates and prosecutes, the overwhelming majority of filings would still receive no attention.

Instead, the new requirements, if adopted, will increase the system’s complexity and substantially increase the burden on all who must file. They are a formal mechanism to increase the ability of the government to increase delay and the accompanying uncertainty about the timing and ultimate disposition of mergers, a mechanism that, if adopted, will be more difficult to reverse. Like the informal mechanisms discussed above, they will act to tax each merger.⁴⁰⁸ The tax, imposed without regard to the likely competitive impact of a transaction, ignores the potential benefits to consumers in the form of lower prices or more innovative products, reflecting the progressive inclination that mergers provide no benefits.

Another formal step to restrict mergers is the revised merger guidelines from the Commission and the Department of Justice.⁴⁰⁹ Unlike past editions, these guidelines cite and rely on numerous cases, the majority of which occur before the Supreme Court embraced the consumer welfare standard that the Biden administration rejects. Although some more recent cases were added to the final version, the emphasis remains on long abandoned law and


⁴⁰³ See “FTC Proposes Sweeping Changes to HSR Rules,” Cooley.

⁴⁰⁴ Comments of TechFreedom and Bilal Sayyed in the Matter of Proposed Changes to the HSR Notice and Reporting Form, p. 11.

⁴⁰⁵ See “FTC Proposes Sweeping Changes to HSR Rules,” Cooley.


⁴⁰⁷ See U.S.C. § 3506. We are both alumni of OIRA. On the statute, see Cass R. Sunstein, Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, and Independent Regulatory Agencies regarding Information Collection under the Paperwork Reduction Act, April 7, 2010, https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/legacy_drupal_files/omb/assets/inforesp/PRAPrimer_04072010.pdf. Even if future regulators, more conscious of the burdens they impose, attempt to reduce over inclusiveness, they would face the problem that filing fees count outside the totals in budget caps, such as those in 2023 between President Biden and former House Speaker McCarthy to extend the debt ceiling. This artifact means that reducing the antitrust agency budgets from reduced filing fees could force Congress to use allocations within the spending caps for the shortfall. See John F. Cogan, Timothy J. Muris, and Allen Schick, The Budget Puzzle: Understanding Federal Spending (Stanford University Press, 1994), Chapter 4.


According to Gus Hurwitz and Geoff Manne, weighted by citations, the average age of the original proposal did not resolve the economist’s complaints, nor the reliance on outdated law. Without the original proposal that businesses and courts rely on in order to understand the enforcement agencies interpret economic evidence.

The former chief economists continue that rather than laying foundation for law reform, “there is a substantial risk of turning the Merger Guidelines into an advocacy piece reissued by each administration that inevitably has little weight with courts.”

Although the letter was sent before the final guidelines issued on December 19, the changes from the original proposal did not resolve the economist’s complaints, nor the reliance on outdated law. Without an empirical, legal, or policy consensus for the change to a much more aggressive opposition to mergers, the new guidelines are unlikely to gain the same approval that past editions received.

Although it has yet to do so, the FTC is especially well positioned to address the empirical foundations of the progressive argument. In particular, they could address one of the most aggressive changes in the new guidelines, moving the goalpost for presumptively problematic mergers from the stylized example of industries with four equally sized firms to industries with six such firms. Because mergers were rarely challenged, or even investigated in depth, under the previous guidelines with six or more significant competitors, this change by itself, if pursued seriously through the agency investigative process, will deter mergers that now occur routinely, as some firms will be unwilling to run the investigatory gauntlet, with its associated time delay, including potential litigation, to obtain merger clearance.

Academic assertions that the goal line must be moved because merger policy has been too permissive lack sufficiently detailed data to replicate antitrust markets as modern enforcers define them. The FTC has the data and expertise necessary to test those hypotheses. Beginning with our tenure at the FTC in 2003 and continuing into the Obama administration, the FTC analyzed all second requests to prepare and release detailed studies on its merger enforcement policies. Such data support the current guideline use of four equally sized firms as a key metric. Working with outside experts, such as those former officials who signed the recent letter, the FTC could study a large sample of mergers to determine their effects. If the Biden antitrust agencies have the courage of their convictions, they should develop such empirical evidence, which was a crucial contributor to changing hospital merger policy discussed earlier, as well as for abandoning the much more aggressive merger policies of the 1960s and early 1970s.

\[\text{Achieving Change at the Federal Trade Commission: Success and failure}\]

\[\text{59}\]


\[\text{413 Baker et al., “Letter to the Editor.”}\]

\[\text{414 For a discussion of changes in the merger guidelines based on these analyses, see Muris, Neo-Brandesian Antitrust, Chapter 3, p. 62.}\]

\[\text{415 See the discussion at notes 346-352.}\]
Consumer protection under Biden: Although she had well-formed views on antitrust, Lina Khan did not arrive at the Commission with a clear consumer protection agenda. There was no significant critical literature similar to that of the Neo-Brandeisians rejecting the previous 40 years as a failed experiment. Nevertheless, Khan's approach to consumer protection shares some similarities with her antitrust approach. The new leadership felt the policies it inherited were too small, too timid, and did not use all available tools aggressively. Commissioner Chopra in particular frequently criticized the agency’s fraud program because the defendants were often more akin to criminal fly by night operations than to the major corporations who progressives saw as the real culprits in the modern economy.416

The new leadership thus believed the agency had overreacted to the 1970s and should use its unfairness jurisdiction more aggressively. They cited an academic article by Luke Herrine claiming that in fact “the regulatory initiatives of the 1970s were actually quite popular,” except of course with those who would be regulated. In Herrine’s view, the FTC’s unfairness authority was narrowed not by a Congressionally codified policy statement, but by “the ideology of regulators charged with its enforcement.” The FTC, in short, should return to the long-abandoned approach to unfairness that prevailed in the 1970s.419 Indeed, one of the new leadership’s first “all hands” meetings with the staff was reportedly to hear a presentation by Herrine urging them again to take up the old mantle.

Consumer welfare was the lodestar of the Reagan FTC’s approach to consumer protection, and that approach appears no more popular with progressives than it is with the Neo-Brandeisians in antitrust. Crucially, the legal environment has changed substantially since the 1970s. Attractive as assertions of “oppressive” or “unscrupulous” conduct may be to progressives eager to restructure the economy, Congress in 1994 enacted, with the Commission’s support, a statutory definition of unfairness based fundamentally on economic principles: A practice is only unfair if it causes or is likely to cause substantial consumer injury, without offsetting benefits to consumers or competition, that consumers cannot reasonably avoid.419 The Biden administration will have to fit unfairness-based initiatives into this framework.

We consider two key aspects of the administration’s consumer protection agenda to date. First, the search for alternative strategies after the Supreme Court’s AMG decision has been a priority. Second, the agency has recommitted itself to rulemaking, in part to obtain monetary relief and in part to restructure industry practices consistent with progressive ideals rather than marketplace fundamentals.

Unlike antitrust policy, there appears to have been an effort to approach the monetary relief question systematically, identifying and exploring possible alternatives. Like antitrust, however, these efforts have not always considered relevant legal constraints.

Search for monetary authority. A key driver of the new leadership’s consumer protection agenda actually started before Lina Khan arrived, with the Supreme Court’s AMG decision in April 2021. The unanimous decision held that the Commission had no authority for equitable relief under Section 13(b). Attempts to replace the lost tool for obtaining financial sanctions to deter misconduct have driven consumer protection policy since that decision.

An obvious solution is legislation to restore the Commission’s authority. The Commission, however, sought Congressional blessing for the same overly broad authority it claimed to the Supreme Court it already had, authority to obtain monetary relief in any and all cases. As in the 1970s, that claim foundered because the defendants were often more akin to criminal fly by night operations than to the major corporations who progressives saw as the real culprits in the modern economy.

418 See the discussion above at 319.
419 Herrine implausibly argues the addition of Section 45(n) to the FTC Act defining unfairness in essentially cost-benefit terms “cannot fairly be read as an attempt to rein in the FTC or to compel it to adopt neoclassical theories of the market.” Herrine, “The Folklore of Unfairness,” p. 519. The article concludes by arguing that a “new coalition does seem to be developing” to “democratize control over business conduct. If this coalition is anything like those that came before, we can expect it to revisit standards for fair dealing . . .” Herrine, “The Folklore of Unfairness,” p. 528.
inappropriate.422 In enacting Section 19 in 1975, Congress limited monetary relief to rule violations and practices that a reasonable person would have known under the circumstances were “dishonest or fraudulent.”423 Despite a clear need for legislative action,424 it does not appear that Congress will resolve the issue soon.

Pending legislation, the Commission has sought monetary relief elsewhere. Barely a month after the Court’s decision, the Commission expanded its interpretation of the Restore Online Shoppers’ Confidence Act of 2010 (“ROSCA”), which authorizes civil penalties against violators. The act requires sellers of products with a negative option feature to “disclose[] all material terms of the transaction” to obtain express informed consent, and to provide an easy mechanism to cancel. The Commission had previously understood the disclosure requirements to refer to the negative option features or details of an offer. The Commission now interprets this provision as applying to any product feature, greatly expanding the scope for civil penalties.425 The Commission continues to maintain this position in consent agreements, although it remains untested in litigation.

Another possible route to monetary sanctions is Section 5(m)(1)(b) of the FTC Act, which allows civil penalties against a party that commits acts or practices that it knows the Commission previously found were violations in a litigated case with another party.427 In operation, the Commission sends a “synopsis” or “notice of penalty offense” to myriad companies to establish their knowledge, and then seeks civil penalties against companies that engage in the prohibited practices. When the section was first enacted, the Commission launched a pilot project sending several synopses to about 100 companies.428 When the Reagan administration reviewed these early synopses, the staff found a widespread problem: past Commission decisions were adamant that a violation had occurred, but they often lacked clear or specific holdings about what exactly constituted the unfair or deceptive practice. As David Bickart noted in the most comprehensive early analysis of the statute, “Even a firm against whom a cease and desist order has been issued cannot always identify with any precision the practice that the Commission deemed violative of the act.”429

One synopsis, regarding Truth in Lending violations, seemed more specific, and the Commission used it to challenge advertising of multiple automobile dealers, until an appeals court sharply limited its ability to do so.430 The court ruled that while there were clear violations of the Truth in Lending regulations, the cases on which the synopsis relied had not included a finding that the particular violations were also “unfair or deceptive.”431 Order language offers greater clarity about what the Commission thought was necessary, and is itself enforceable, but does not constitute a determination that a violation of the order is an unfair or deceptive practice.432 Without confronting these problems, then Commissioner Chopra argued for “resurrecting” this civil penalty authority in an article coauthored with the current Bureau Director, Samuel A.A. Levine,433 and the Commission is attempting to do so.

---

422 For the discussion of the legislative history of Section 19, see Beales and Muris, “Striking the Proper Balance,” pp. 18-21.
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A related problem, as a matter of both law and policy, is that finding a violation is often highly fact dependent. It is easy, for example, to find cases that state clearly fail to have a reasonable basis consisting of competent and reliable evidence for a specific claim is deceptive, but finding that the evidence violates this standard depends very much on the particular facts of the case. The legal problem is that knowing the general principle does not inform third parties whether their evidence is inadequate. The policy problem is that subjecting such uncertain violations to civil penalties is likely to chill the provision of truthful and useful information to consumers. First Amendment protection for commercial speech makes this risk of a chilling effect particularly problematic.

The Commission’s aggressive use of civil penalty notices faces considerable uncertainty. Some of the notices of penalty offenses issued to date have not been particularly cautious in their reading of the cases on which they rely, and there appears to be no recognition of the risks of over deterrence. The penalty offense notice concerning endorsements substantially overlaps the Commission’s longstanding Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials, which do not trigger civil penalties. Similarly, the notice concerning Education overlaps with a Guide and a trade regulation rule that would have imposed civil penalties but was rejected first by the courts and later by the Commission. There is no clear reason why the sanctions for similar conduct should differ depending on whether a company received the notice. In general, there is considerable risk of judicial reversal if and when attempts to enforce the notices are litigated. In a reversal of Theodore Roosevelt’s famous aphorism, the Commission is speaking loudly, but it may not have much of a stick.

**The return to rulemaking.** The clearest, but far from easiest, legal path to monetary relief without Congressional action is rulemaking. The ability to obtain civil penalties for rule violations is clear, but perhaps most important, the Commission also has clear authority for equitable relief for rule violations, including refunding money, rescission or reformation of contract, and damages. That relief enables the agency to proceed essentially as it did in fraud cases that relied solely on Section 13(b). For example, it so acted recently against Automators, obtaining an ex parte asset freeze and temporary restraining order in a case including alleged violations of the Business Opportunity Rule.

In July, 2021, the Commission substantially revised its rulemaking procedures, based solely on the need for speed in rulemaking. The actual problems that led to the failures of rulemaking in the 1970s were not considered, nor was the impact of procedural changes on the quality of any resulting rules. As we have written extensively elsewhere, some of the procedures are also inconsistent with statutory requirements, and will both increase political control of rulemaking and reduce the opportunities for public participation.

Since these rule changes, the Biden Commission has launched a new wave of rulemaking using its general authority to define unfair or deceptive acts or practices or special statutes authorizing APA rulemaking. Some, such as a rule prohibiting impersonation of government or other businesses.

---
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and a rule banning fake reviews and testimonials.\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, “Trade Regulation Rule on the Use of Consumer Reviews and Testimonials,” notice of proposed rulemaking, Federal Register, Vol. 88, No. 145 (July 31, 2023), pp. 49364-49382, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2023/07/31/2023-15551/trade-regulation-rule-on-the-use-of-consumer-reviews-and-testimonials} appear relatively innocuous, address practices common to many frauds, and may enable the Commission to use its full set of anti-fraud tools. Even for simple rules, however, innocent practices may be caught as violations. On its face, for example, the impersonation rule as proposed appeared to prohibit well known advertising, such as Alec Baldwin as a police officer informing a driver she could go twice as fast if she had a Capital One card with double miles, or John Hancock Life Insurance, started in 1862, using the distinctive signature of the famous founding father who was of course not affiliated with the company.\footnote{William MacLeod, “Proposed FTC Impersonation Rule’s Reach Is Too Broad,” Law360, December 16, 2022, https://s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/cdn.kelley dryer.com/content/uploads/viewpoints/Proposed-FTC-Impersonation-Rules-Reach-Is-Too-Broad-Law360-MacLeod-121612.pdf, The final rule, by requiring the misrepresentation to be material, reduces this risk. Federal Trade Commission, “Trade Regulation Rule on Impersonation of Government and Businesses,” final rule, Federal Register, Vol. 89, No. 42 (March 1, 2024), pp. 15017-15031, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2024/03/01/2024-04115/trade-regulation-rule-on-impersonation-of-government-and-businesses, codified at 16 C.F.R. Part 461.}

Other rule proposals, however, show signs of the Commission seeking to reprise its role as the second most powerful legislature in Washington. The Combating Auto Retail Scams Rule (CARS Rule), for example, seeks to restructure the car buying process, requiring extensive disclosures regarding financing and optional add-on products and forcing buyers to decline, in writing, to purchase the car at the “offering price” without any add-ons before they can discuss any aspect of financing or optional purchases.\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, “Motor Vehicle Dealers Trade Regulation Rule,” notice of proposed rulemaking, Federal Register, Vol. 87, No. 133 (July 13, 2022), https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/07/13/2022-14214/motor-vehicle-dealers-trade-regulation-rule.} The Negative Option Rule requires a cancellation method for goods and services sold with a negative option feature that is as easy as the signup process, and require the consumer’s express consent before offering any alternative to cancellation.\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, “Negative Option Rule,” notice of proposed rulemaking, Federal Register, Vol. 88, No. 78 (April 24, 2023), pp. 24716-24739, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2023/04/24/2023-07035/negative-option-rule.} The economy-wide Unfair or Deceptive Fees Rule\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, “Trade Regulation Rule on Unfair or Deceptive Fees,” notice of proposed rulemaking, Federal Register, Vol. 88, No. 216 (November 9, 2023), pp. 77420-77485, https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2023/11/09/2023-24234/trade-regulation-rule-on-unfair-or-deceptive-fees.} regulates the details of pricing structures, replacing market determination of pricing strategies,\footnote{Howard Beales and Todd Zywicki, “Junkyard Dogs: The Law and Economics of ‘Junk’ Fees” (working paper, George Mason Law & Economics Research Paper No. 23-10, May 2023), https://www.law.gmu.edu/pubs/papers/2310.} changing fundamentally how companies advertise and compete on price and product features. With each of these proposals, there have certainly been instances warranting case by case enforcement, but there are also entirely legitimate, long-standing uses of similar practices that do not appear to harm, and may benefit consumers. Under both the law and sound policy, the Commission should do more than attempt to generalize its enforcement experience with actual frauds to impose uniform solutions on all affected businesses and consumers, many in vastly different circumstances. Nevertheless, the agency appears to be giving short shrift to such basic questions as it attempts to avoid rigorous application of Section 18 rulemaking procedures.

Although there was an informal hearing in the impersonation rulemaking, only one seriously contested rule, the negative option rule, saw multiple requests for hearings and proposals for disputed issues. As the first actual test of the Commission’s revised procedures, this rulemaking is discouraging. Six parties requested hearings, and two proposed numerous disputed issues. In the NPRM, the Commission said only that anyone interested in making a presentation must make a request, identify their interest, and “indicate whether there are any disputed issues of material fact that need to be resolved . . . .”\footnote{Howard Beales and Todd Zywicki, “Junkyard Dogs: The Law and Economics of ‘Junk’ Fees” (working paper, George Mason Law & Economics Research Paper No. 23-10, May 2023), https://www.law.gmu.edu/pubs/papers/2310.} Neither the NPRM nor the Commission’s rules offer any definition of a disputed issue, or how the Commission would evaluate those requests. In responding to these “indications” of disputed issues, the Commission made clear that it was expecting, in essence, a response sufficient to defeat a motion for summary judgment: “As in summary judgment, the challenging party must do more than simply assert there is a dispute regarding the Commission’s findings.”\footnote{Federal Trade Commission, “Negative Option Rule,” p. 24738.} Thus, after the fact, the Commission demanded that parties do far more than
“indicate” an issue. And parties must have done so before they saw the entire record!

The Commission’s substantive response to the proposals reflects an attitude that is at best difficult to reconcile with the tougher rulemaking requirements of Section 18. The NCTA indicated as a designated issue whether failures to provide information or deception are prevalent in a specific industry (broadband, cable, voice, and video streaming). One would think those are factual questions that are highly relevant to whether the rule should cover these industries. The Commission instead dismisses this as a challenge to its finding of prevalence generally, even though the NPRM includes no mention of, e.g., “cable” or “broadband.” The only mention of video streaming is in Commissioner Wilson’s dissent: “we know that negative option marketing is used lawfully and non-deceptively in a broad array of common transactions,” including video streaming. Similarly, the costs and benefits of the proposed click-to-cancel remedy likely differ substantially for a complex bundle of services than for an auto ship renewal for a dietary supplement. Again, the Commission treats this as “challenging the Commission’s findings” – presumably the point of further proceedings in the first place – and asserts its “findings are supported by ample evidence in the record, and neither interested person identified any evidence challenging the FTC’s conclusions.” This is not the “reasoned decision making” that Congress sought. Surprisingly, the Commission, which had all of the comments before it when responding, criticized commentators who had not seen that factual record.

Moreover, the Commission relies heavily on a distinction between “legislative facts” and “specific facts” – a distinction that the Commission specifically rejected in its implementing rules when the statute was first passed. It therefore found “that there are no ‘disputed issues of material fact’ to resolve at the informal hearing,” and therefore no need for rebuttal submissions or cross examination. This decision is particularly dubious as the statute provides that a court “shall” set aside the rule if it finds that the lack of cross examination or rebuttal submissions “has precluded disclosure of disputed material facts which was necessary for fair determination.”

Nevertheless, the Commission scheduled a hearing, limiting each party to a 10 minute presentation, and allowing all of two weeks, over the December holidays, for them to submit their presentation or additional documents. It appointed a Presiding Officer with no FTC experience, and noted that because there are no disputed issues, “the presiding officer is not anticipated to make a recommended decision,” despite the clear statutory requirement that the presiding officer “make a recommended decision based upon the findings and conclusions of such officer as to all relevant and material evidence.” After the first hearing, the Presiding Officer, responding to requests from interested parties, rejected requests to designate prevalence in particular industries and the effectiveness of the remedy as “generalized conclusions” that would not be aided by ‘trial type’ fact finding.” She did, however, designate two issues, regarding whether the rule would have an annual effect of over $100 million and the recordkeeping and disclosure costs of the rule, and scheduled additional hearings for January 31. She gave participants less than a week to prepare. (After that hearing, she scheduled a final session for February 14.)

Perhaps the clearest threat of the Commission assuming an essentially legislative role is its privacy rule Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“ANPR”), or, in the Commission’s current rhetoric, “Commercial Surveillance and Data Security.” The ANPR covers the waterfront of privacy concerns, but it does not reveal how the Commission approaches
privacy, what might constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, or how the Commission might regulate them in a forthcoming rule. As one dissenter noted, the ANPR “provides no notice whatsoever of the scope and parameters of what rule or rules might follow; thereby, undermining the public input and congressional notification processes.”

Outside observers called it “remarkably sweeping in scope … and raising issues that reach beyond the FTC’s legal authority,” noting that “at times, the FTC seems to be flaunting its lack of focus.” Although press reports indicate a proposal is likely in the first part of 2024, few clues have emerged about where the proceeding might actually head. By acting in an essentially legislative role, both dissenting commissioners noted the FTC risked derailing Congressional action on national privacy legislation.

--
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Lessons learned
Like their predecessors in 1970 and 1981, the new Biden team in 2021 believed that they inherited an agency with fundamental flaws. The Nixon FTC saw a lethargic, counterproductive agency. The Reagan FTC saw an overreaching, arbitrary agency. Both engaged in concerted efforts at reform.

The Biden team saw an FTC that had handcuffed itself while technology companies grew ever larger. They called for an end to forty years of alleged failure, demanding aggressive action on virtually every front, claiming giants dominated American business, antithetical to their progressive views of the virtues of small enterprises. The FTC would help lead Biden’s effort to reshape the very basis of the economy.

Unlike those earlier eras, the Biden team began with significant headwinds. The FTC in both 1970 and 1981 was widely regarded to need fundamental change, albeit for significantly different reasons. The agency that Casper Weinberger and Miles Kilpatrick transformed had been mired in poor management, trivia, and the anti-consumer Robinson Patman Act. The Reagan administration followed the late 1970s FTC that had so overstepped its very survival was threatened by a bipartisan revolt begun by rank and file members of the House of Representatives against their leadership. In contrast, the FTC of 2021 was not widely criticized or ridiculed; it was the world’s only consistently five star rated competition agency in the first two decades of the 21st century. Within Washington itself, the Commission enjoyed bipartisan support across multiple Democratic and Republican administrations, as well as widespread praise in the academic community and the practicing bar.

Although President Biden could count on most elected Democrats, much of the mainstream press, and many opinion leaders to support radical change at the FTC, important institutions supported the Commission’s existing course. The agency’s renowned career staff would likely have supported more aggressive policies, but the Biden team made clear their belief, like President Trump, that those careerists were a major source of the problem, not part of the solution. Unsurprisingly, the career staff reciprocated the hostility. The new leadership also faces a likely hostile judiciary, which had helped develop the consumer welfare standard that Neo-Brandeisians decry. Finally, although minority Commissioners, the Republicans in Congress, and businesses targeted under new legal standards would no doubt have resisted change, the Biden team significantly exacerbated the problem by violating well established norms of conduct between agency leadership and those groups.

The career staff
Change agents must deal with the resources available, and that includes the existing staff. Both the Nixon and Reagan administrations acted immediately to determine which staffers would support a new direction. Because the FTC circa 1970 was in such disrepute, major staff overhaul was necessary, accomplished quickly, and well received by those who remained. The Reagan team inherited a much less entrenched staff than their predecessors a decade earlier, and only made significant changes in consumer protection, the Bureau that was the focal point of most complaints about agency overreach.

Both of the earlier FTCs used reorganization as a prominent tool to accomplish their goals. Reorganization has several advantages. It can improve efficiency and reduce turf battles, as with Jim Miller’s combining three advertising divisions into one, and Casper Weinberger reducing the number of operating bureaus. It also greatly increased the new team’s control: managers owed their jobs to the new leaders. Reorganization further served as a starting point from which to launch new policies, as well as ending the inevitable uncertainty about staffing assignments when policies clearly change.

Reorganization does have costs, as the uncertainty and anxiety about how a new organization will function in practice reduces agency output for a time. Recognizing the problem, both Chairmen Weinberger and Miller reorganized very early in their administrations.

From the start, the Biden FTC team’s disdain for the career staff was clear. The known hostility of Commissioner Chopra, the elevation of his staff to lead the agency, and the antipathy revealed in steps such as the immediate ban on public appearances and the failure to meet with the staff early in the Chair’s tenure demonstrated to the career staff that the new team viewed them with deep antagonism. A recent analysis of the Biden FTC highlighted the open conflict with the careerists and noted, “the career
staff as a general statement was totally sidelined and quite frankly treated with a huge amount of disrespect and suspicion’ by Khan and her allies.\textsuperscript{468}

The Biden team’s distain for the staff was reciprocated, as the survey results demonstrate. Although the 2023 survey showed marginal improvement, the surprise is that, despite the staff exodus and considerable new hiring, the low repute in which the FTC staff continues to hold their leadership is at the same levels of the early days of the new team’s arrival; improvement, such as exists, is modest indeed.

If the career staff was the massive problem the Biden team believed, massive changes akin to the Weinberger era were the obvious solution. Yet, despite the hostility, the new leaders did not act on their progressive beliefs about the staff; in the end, they lacked the courage of those convictions. They did not reorganize, nor adopt the systematic efforts of their earlier change predecessors to identify supportive staff. Instead, they proceeded ad hoc, with the Chair micromanaging investigations and causing delay, points which the Chair’s first chief of staff appears to have acknowledged in internal communications.\textsuperscript{469} This approach extended anxiety, which no doubt contributed to continued high attrition – hardly an effective substitute for systematic efforts to identify employees who are enthusiastic about the new agenda. If the Biden team’s view of the career staff is correct, they failed to confront directly a crucial problem that needed to be addressed. If, as we believe, this view is wrong, the high levels of anxiety were costly and pointless.

The progressive revolving door view of the career staff as the enemy included hostility to an obvious source of needed expertise, the many experienced lawyers in major law firms. Because some had previous government experience, and all had represented the corporate economy the progressives wished to remake, such experts were largely persona non grata throughout Khan’s early tenure, regardless of whether they were committed Democrats. The view was particularly odd as the experts could have been hired to implement, not set, policy. The earlier change administrations had followed this course with considerable success. For example, the Reagan administration’s consumer protection leaders, including the current authors, desired to make prosecuting fraud a major prong of FTC consumer protection, but lacked the generalized knowledge to accomplish that objective. They found the necessary expertise, both inside and outside the agency, and simply did not care whether those individuals were committed Reaganites. What mattered was their expertise and their commitment to attacking fraudsters.

Rather than using reorganization and related steps to gain firm control of the key agency enforcement bureaus and launch a new era, the Khan administration turned to personnel outside of the agency’s enforcement structure. Surprisingly, some were unpaid consultants hired without regard to the legal constraints on what consultants, as opposed to employees, may do. The Chair’s office and the Office of Policy Planning both expanded greatly, but neither were the direct and immediate supervisors of those actually doing the work.

### Changing policy and the courts

Legal change requires winning in court. Initially, the Nixon FTC had a receptive judiciary, led by the Warren Court, as well as the famously liberal Circuit Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. The courts had changed dramatically by the end of the 1970s, however, and the Commission’s court record became abysmal for cases filed in the later part of that decade, especially in antitrust. Instead of rarely losing, in antitrust cases filed after 1976 it won barely over a third. It was this judiciary, again with support in the Supreme Court, that was so receptive to what became known as the consumer welfare standard in antitrust. In consumer protection, Congress adopted the FTC’s economic cost-benefit test for unfairness, a standard crucial for anyone wishing to use the FTC Act for major reform.

Legal reform requires a strategy. Chairman Kirkpatrick developed such a strategy for advertising and relied on the simple market concentration doctrine to guide antitrust policy. The Reagan administration similarly adopted overall strategies for multiple topics, including mergers in general, oil mergers in particular, business use of government to restrict competition, and fighting fraud and
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marketplace deception. In antitrust, the Reagan administration’s approach to mergers recognized the rejection of the simple market concentration doctrine and the need to evaluate mergers more comprehensively than relying on concentration statistics. The DOJ’s 1982 guidelines adopted these views, which the FTC followed, and the Commission also provided a detailed template to analyze the politically sensitive oil mergers.

The strategy earlier administrations followed for achieving legal change is instructive. Following significant, successful steps toward deregulating transportation by President Carter, President Reagan launched a systematic effort at regulatory relief. His FTC team believed that antitrust could attack rent seeking – the use of government to restrict competition to favor certain businesses. Some rent seeking enjoys protection under the state action and Noerr Pennington doctrines, and throughout the forty years the FTC has devised careful strategies to test and limit those legal protections appropriately. For example, the Reagan FTC established task forces to consider both doctrines, and help select test cases. Multiple cases followed over the decades that followed, including important victories in the Supreme Court and elsewhere.

In consumer protection, the move for legal change began with Commission policy statements, first on unfairness in the last year of the Carter administration, and then on deception in the Reagan administration. Both statements reviewed past cases to synthesize a new articulation of the legal meaning of those terms, and proved persuasive to Congress and highly influential in the courts. The unfairness statement was eventually codified as modified by the Reagan FTC, and numerous courts have approved the deception policy statement, which remains the foundation of the Commission’s deception analysis.

In contrast, Khan “came in with a bunch of answers” and a bunch of targets – big tech companies first and foremost – “but no actual strategy for how to achieve her objectives within the agency’s legal and resource constraints.” The failure to approach problems systematically as her predecessors did to accomplish change was exacerbated by the mutual hostility with the career staff and the failure quickly and clearly to manage the agency through the organizational structure she inherited. Even a case widely known that Chair Khan would bring, the antitrust action against Amazon, took 27 months to file. The delay was all the more surprising, as the Commission was in the midst of a long investigation when the Biden team arrived, had already obtained millions of documents, and the new Chair obtained her original fame as a critic of Amazon.

The Commission’s approach to unfair methods of competition also contrasts sharply with earlier attempts to change the law. The policy statements on unfairness and deception were influential precisely because they identified the key questions in the analysis, both offering meaningful guidance and narrowing agency discretion. The Khan Commission’s unfair methods statement does the opposite, returning to a “we know it when we see it” view of the law. To the extent it offers standards at all, it uses parts of the rhetorically attractive but substantively empty standard the 1980 Unfairness statement abandoned – conduct that is “oppressive,” “exploitive,” “abusive,” or “otherwise restrictive.” Its “rejection of a vast body of relevant precedent” offers little reason for courts to take it seriously.

Because the Biden FTC, unlike Nixon and Reagan, faces a hostile judiciary, a careful strategy for law reform was even more essential. Such a strategy is not apparent. Thus, in competition rulemaking, they rely on a 1973 opinion without confronting developments that highly respected legal scholars conclude reject the earlier opinion. The new merger guidelines rely on case law that the FTC and DOJ claim is controlling, while ignoring more recent cases inconsistent with the new guides. Similarly, the new procedures for consumer protection rulemaking ignored some specific statutory requirements and strained others to, and perhaps beyond, the breaking point. The Commission is also pursuing tenuous and untested expansions of its authority, such as the unprecedented use of a show cause order to address alleged violations.

---
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of a consent agreement, expanding the FTC’s interpretation of ROSCA that had been in place since the statute was enacted, and renewed reliance on an expansive use of questionable civil penalty notices.

The FTC has succeeded many times in moving the law, with hospital mergers a recent example. That multifaceted effort took years, across many FTC administrations. The empirical work by the agency’s large staff of well-respected industrial organization economists was crucial to the hospital merger success, but the Biden Administration’s intense hostility to economics and economists has sidelined this resource. Indeed, the FTC’s chief economist, appointed by Biden’s Acting Chair, left after less than a year, “amid fierce internal debate about the agency’s plans” for a study of the PBM industry.479 There is simply no evidence that the Biden team is sowing the seeds necessary to convince a hostile judiciary.

Congress, of course, can change the law without the need for building a careful foundation, and the Biden Administration apparently relied initially on this deus ex machina of new laws. They appeared, however, to lack a backup plan.

We do not deny the Biden FTC has engaged in considerable activity, bringing rules and cases, garnering headlines and favor with progressive constituencies. Nevertheless, there is considerable doubt about whether the activity will accomplish the transformative goals of the progressives. The failure to emulate the approaches that led to successful transformations in the Nixon and Reagan years could doom the Biden agenda.

Breaking norms
From the very beginning, when immediately upon her confirmation President Biden surprisingly named Lina Khan Chair, the administration has obliterated many long standing norms. From surprising “big tech” companies with major actions without the opportunity for agency meetings, to withholding information from minority Commissioners and Congress, to overt hostility, silencing, and ignoring the agency’s highly regarded career staff, the new FTC leaders have seemingly relished norm-busting.

Abandoning norms is not costless. Norms serve useful purposes, especially in institutions where individuals with strong, but different opinions, must work together. The cavalier attitude of the Biden team toward well-established norms reveals their indifference to collegiality and cooperation. An agency like the FTC engages in numerous issues, some controversial, but others routine. Following norms lubricates completion of routine tasks, and still allows for productive disagreement on other matters. When the agency confronts powerful outside interests, as the Reagan FTC did in its battle to preserve jurisdiction over the professions, even Commissioners who had fundamentally different visions for the rest of the agency could work together on this issue. Had Miller burned bridges in the manner of Khan, even that level of cooperation would have been extraordinarily difficult.

What did the Biden team gain from abandoning norms? It may have delayed some potentially embarrassing matters from becoming public, but as the DAEO memorandum issue demonstrates, in Washington sensitive documents are likely to emerge eventually. In the end, the reactions from Chair Khan’s staff to Commissioner Wilson’s objections about failure to receive important documents may reveal one of the chief benefits – thumbing their noses at those with whom they disagree and may even dislike. That personal benefit seems hardly worth the institutional costs if one is concerned with achieving sustainable legal change.

Of all of the norms broken, the Meta recusal episode is the most baffling. The case was unlikely ever to be tried, and even if it was the Chair may not have been at the Commission when it returned. Why did Khan not simply follow the DAEO’s advice and recuse herself? Perhaps she was worried about setting a precedent for the Amazon case to follow? If so, participating in Meta did not help, as the Chair avoided the issue of participating as a judge by filing Amazon instead as a prosecutor in federal court.

Today . . . and tomorrow

As we write, the Biden FTC is in its 34th month. At similar points of the two previous change eras, October 1972 and July 1984, one would have likely drawn different conclusions, at least superficially. The revitalized FTC of 1972 appeared triumphant. The staff and the agenda had been remade, in an agency growing in power, prestige, and popularity. The Commission’s major constituencies, Congress, the practicing bar, the press, and the academy, all applauded. By contrast, the FTC of 1984 was closely divided, with considerable rancor between its current Chair and his immediate predecessor. Outside attitudes were divided, politically and ideologically.

Yet, 1972 was a false spring. The intellectual foundations of the FTC’s competition program, focused on attacking concentration, were beginning to crack, as was judicial support for the heart of FTC antitrust. Those cracks became chasms, to which the FTC never adjusted throughout the decade. In consumer protection, the Commission succumbed to the temptation to use unfairness to remake the American economy, fundamentally changing its direction. Support from the FTC’s constituencies fractured, and in some cases collapsed, as the agency overreached and seemed out of control.

The contention of 1984 receded; the former chairman’s term expired that September. The internal groundwork to build new consumer protection and antitrust programs was already producing dividends, many of which were becoming apparent. The fraud program was returning money to consumers, attacking an increasing number of fraudsters, and beginning the long process of establishing enforcement partners across America. Competition cases produced many victories, including three in the Supreme Court, beginning shortly after the original Reagan team departed. The template for oil mergers was tested, successfully, in the oil merger wave of 1984.

Of course, the success (or failure if you are the Biden team) of the 40 years that started with President Reagan was only dimly apparent in 1984. That outcome required much effort from successive administrations, and, perhaps most crucially, bipartisan agreement on a basic agenda, evolved and modified in significant respects from the early Reagan years, by the Clinton and Obama administrations. That bipartisanship at the FTC, a rare island in the increased political hostility of 21st-century Washington, was swept away with the election of 2020.

What of 2024? The Biden FTC has been active, but has not laid the foundation to achieve the transformation it desires. Chair Khan inherited a career staff that Rohit Chopra, who provided so much of the intellectual and staff support for the new team, blamed for the FTC’s perceived failures. Like 1970, that belief called for massive, carefully orchestrated changes, but no such changes occurred.

The new leaders want transformative policies in both antitrust and consumer protection to restrain what they call the excessive power of major American corporations—policies likely impossible under existing law. We see no evidence of efforts to replicate the brick by brick approach that built the legal underpinnings of the past 40 years, widely accepted by the current judiciary. The FTC’s world class industrial organization economists could attempt to produce empirical studies, but are mistrusted, as is the entire field of economics. More modest reform in individual areas, as happened with hospital mergers, are still difficult and require many years. Such focused reforms do not appear to be underway either.

Instead of a strategy to achieve change, there was a hope, perhaps a faith, that new laws would provide the tools to obliterate the alleged mistakes of the 40 years. In the 110 years of FTC history, transformative laws have been scarce. If they do happen, they will not likely be on the watch of the current FTC leadership.

What we have seen is an impressive norm-busting campaign, but to what end? If they meant to increase opposition, the Biden team surely succeeded. In the hyper politicized world of modern Washington, perhaps that is itself the new norm. Even civility may have no place in today’s FTC. If so, we mourn its passage.